October 18, 2018

TO: Chairwoman Kristin Gaspar  
Vice-Chairwoman Dianne Jacob  
Supervisor Greg Cox  
Supervisor Ron Roberts  
Supervisor Bill Horn

FROM: DAVID HALL  
Clerk of the Board of Supervisors

Attached, for your information, is correspondence from Barry and Jackie Treahy regarding the El Monte Valley Sand Mining Project.

Thank you.

Respectfully submitted,

[Signature]

DAVID HALL  
Clerk of the Board of Supervisors

Attachment

cc: Helen Robbins-Meyer, Chief Administrative Officer  
Sarah Aghassi, Deputy Chief Administrative Officer, Land Use & Environment Group  
Communications Received

DCH:dl
10-15-18
SAN DIEGO COUNTY BOARD OF
SUPERVISORS
AND
DEPARTMENT OF PLANNING SERVICES

Public review period ending Monday Oct. 29, 2018

regarding

SAND MINING

EL MONTE VALLEY

LAKESIDE CALIFORNIA

Submitted by

Barry & Jackie Treahy
14775 El Monte Rd
Lakeside Ca. 92040
Public review period ends on Monday October 29, 2018 at 4:00 P.M.

These formal questions/objections are being delivered to the San Diego County Board of Supervisors and the DPS:

1. Formal petition from property owners in Sphere of Influence presented to Supervisors and DPS - majority objecting.
2. Why did the Supervisors and DPS not stop this permanently and remove the Sand Mining zoning off title when majority constituency objects?
3. Did the zoning change in 1970's whereby sand mining was added, go to public review and if not why?
4. How much in costs and fees has the DPS received to date for the sand mining process? Has other County Departments received income from it?

Air quality, water quality, traffic, noise, possible loss of personal water wells and costly equipment - Possible alternate costs of new bond issues to augment new source, inflated cost of new water service and product. All negative impacts.

Federal grants and reclamation funding - token repair from damage caused by sand mining:

There is visual and physical evidence from San Diego to Lakeside, of the state of disrepair from Sand Mining
The so called reclamation that does exist, is primarily little used dirt pathways and/or fences keeping the public out like Hansens pond.
Agencies like "Conservancies" are parasitic in nature, advertising the good they will provide in exchange for their participation/ownership of what ever is left after sand mining.
County oversight has proven non existent on these projects. Where is oversight?
The County has identified El Monte Valley as a valuable mineral/sand through the State governing agencies.
Why has the County and State ignored the source in Imperial Valley where there seems to be unlimited sources? There would be little to no impact on business or residences, close source to highways where little to no impact to people will occur. These lands would probably be utilized without purchasing from the Federal Government and if costs of transportation is a factor as stated in El Monte Valley, then the question of how US Gypsum has survived all these years transporting their product interstate.

September 1, 2015: Requested how the Helix property zoning changed and "was there public notice & review?"
Public review period ends on Monday October 29, 2018 at 4:00 P.M.

Conflicts of Interest:

Supervisors vote regarding matters in the County of San Diego, even outside their district.

Supervisors should vote for projects/issues within their respective districts.

It is each Supervisor's responsibility to "Represent" and that would mean Constituency representation, not all County Supervisor districts.

DPS receives funding from issuing permits and charging for inspections etc.

DPS fiscal operations are fee based and subject that entity to bias during planning and fee generating operations.

This should discontinue and that Department should operate in concert with all other agencies by tax based operations.

Appointments to Planning Board by Supervisors currently has issue with a Supervisor and Chair of the Planning Commission - sand mining permit involvement.

Has the County, State or Traffic Engineering taken a metered profile of El Monte Rd. during summer & winter months? Will there be one taken now to have a benchmark for traffic, "after" any approved mining occurs.

Has the County, State or Environmental Protection Agency taken an air quality in El Monte Valley recently? Will any of those agencies do air quality during any permitted sand mining?

Barry A. Treahy of 14775 El Monte Rd, Lakeside Ca. 92040 circulated a petition of yes or no to Sand Mining within the "Sphere of Influence" as designated by the DPS.

It is a unanimous "NO"!

Therefore, having a Democratic system of operations, the majority under "Representative Government" must be REPRESENTED!

Jackie A. Treahy
Barry A. Treahy
14775 El Monte Rd
Lakeside Ca. 92040
July 10, 2015
SAND MINING

Your opinion regarding whether Sand Mining should occur in the "Hot Zone" of El Monte Valley is requested. If enough responses are received that object, it will be forwarded to those in Government that will decide.

The "hot zone" is the 116 properties +- in what Helix Water stated as: "Sphere of Influence" during the Sewer to tap and Sand mining application. On one of their documents it stated, if your property was within 1000' of the Helix property for Sand Mining and Sewer to Tap, you were considered in the critical area. While discussing the project today, it was discovered that this current application only considers 300' as the "Sphere of Influence" aka Hot Zone. The planner agreed to request it be inclusive to 1000' to allow the proper numbers of properties to have a say, as in the Sewer to Tap/Sand Mining application.

This is referred to as Hot Zone because most of the 116 properties circumvent the Helix property and will be subject to everything negative brought out at the last meeting. If you did not attend, please know that the main concern is Health, Air quality, Noise, traffic, well water pollution, well water shortages like what happened when Barona over pumped their systems.

Other issues count, like horse trails and property values, however taking care of the above will allow better things to settle out at the conclusion.

Please indicate on this memo your position of support and mail it back to us ASAP so we can direct a clear, one track course for El Monte Valley property owners and residents as well as present the results at the next public hearing.

For Sand Mining ____________ Against Sand Mining ____________

Your name Linda Hayes
Your address Linda Hayes
E-mail linda@hazymeadow.com

Barry & Jackie Treahy
14775 El Monte Rd.
Lakeside, CA 92040

619 561 7050
Your opinion regarding whether Sand Mining should occur in the "Hot Zone" of El Monte Valley is requested. If enough responses are received that object, it will be forwarded to those in Government that will decide.

The "hot zone" is the 116 properties +- in what Helix Water stated as: "Sphere of Influence" during the Sewer to tap and Sand mining application. On one of their documents it stated, if your property was within 1000' of the Helix property for Sand Mining and Sewer to Tap, you were considered in the critical area. While discussing the project today, it was discovered that this current application only considers 300' as the "Sphere of Influence" aka Hot Zone. The planner agreed to request it be inclusive to 1000' to allow the proper numbers of properties to have a say, as in the Sewer to Tap/Sand Mining application.

This is referred to as Hot Zone because most of the 116 properties circumvent the Helix property and will be subject to everything negative brought out at the last meeting. If you did not attend, please know that the main concern is Health, Air quality, Noise, traffic, well water pollution, well water shortages like what happened when Barona over pumped their systems.

Other issues count, like horse trails and property values, however taking care of the above will allow better things to settle out at the conclusion.

Please indicate on this memo your position of support and mail it back to us ASAP so we can direct a clear, one track course for El Monte Valley property owners and residents as well as present the results at the next public hearing.

For Sand Mining ___________________ Against Sand Mining ⬗

Your name Larry Hayes    Jay Hayes

Your address Larry Hayes 0729@gmail.com

E-mail 15446 El Monte Rd optional (619) 561-7050

Lakeside Ca. 92030

Barry & Jackie Treahy
14775 El Monte Rd.
Lakeside Ca. 92040
July 10, 2015
SAND MINING

Your opinion regarding whether Sand Mining should occur in the "Hot Zone" of El Monte Valley is requested. If enough responses are received that object, it will be forwarded to those in Government that will decide.

The "hot zone" is the 116 properties +~ in what Helix Water stated as: "Sphere of Influence" during the Sewer to Tap and Sand mining application. On one of their documents it stated, if your property was within 1000' of the Helix property for Sand Mining and Sewer to Tap, you were considered in the critical area. While discussing the project today, it was discovered that this current application only considers 300' as the "Sphere of Influence" aka Hot Zone. The planner agreed to request it be inclusive to 1000' to allow the proper numbers of properties to have a say, as in the Sewer to Tap/Sand Mining application.

This is referred to as Hot Zone because most of the 116 properties circumvent the Helix property and will be subject to everything negative brought out at the last meeting. If you did not attend, please know that the main concern is Health, Air quality, Noise, traffic, well water pollution, well water shortages like what happened when Barona over pumped their systems.

Other issues count, like horse trails and property values, however taking care of the above will allow better things to settle out at the conclusion.

Please indicate on this memo your position of support and mail it back to us ASAP so we can direct a clear, one track course for El Monte Valley property owners and residents as well as present the results at the next public hearing.

For Sand Mining Against Sand Mining

Your name: Zack Noonan & Gwen Faithful Noonan

Your address: 14755 El Monte Rd Lakeside

E-mail: noonan@smail.com optional

Barry & Jackie Treacy
14775 El Monte Rd.
Lakeside Ca. 92040
Your opinion regarding whether Sand Mining should occur in the "Hot Zone" of El Monte Valley is requested. If enough responses are received that object, it will be forwarded to those in Government that will decide.

The "hot zone" is the 116 properties +/- in what Helix Water stated as: "Sphere of Influence" during the Sewer to tap and Sand mining application. On one of their documents it stated, if your property was within 1000' of the Helix property for Sand Mining and Sewer to Tap, you were considered in the critical area. While discussing the project today, it was discovered that this current application only considers 300' as the "Sphere.of.Influence" aka Hot Zone. The planner agreed to request it be inclusive to 1000' to allow the proper numbers of properties to have a say, as in the Sewer to Tap/Sand Mining application.

This is referred to as Hot Zone because most of the 116 properties circumvent the Helix property and will be subject to everything negative brought out at the last meeting. If you did not attend, please know that the main concern is Health, Air quality, Noise, traffic, well water pollution, well water shortages like what happened when Barona over pumped their systems.

Other issues count, like horse trails and property values, however taking care of the above will allow better things to settle out at the conclusion.

Please indicate on this memo your position of support and mail it back to us ASAP so we can direct a clear, one track course for El Monte Valley property owners and residents as well as present the results at the next public hearing.

For Sand Mining
Against Sand Mining X

For: Elyce C. Bollano
Your name
Your address 14428 Willow Road
E-mail cecgec@sxaglobal.net Optional

Barry & Jackie Trehay
14775 El Monte Rd.
Lakeside Ca. 92035
July 10, 2015
SAND MINING

Your opinion regarding whether Sand Mining should occur in the "Hot Zone" of El Monte Valley is requested. If enough responses are received that object, it will be forwarded to those in Government that will decide.

The "hot zone" is the 116 properties in what Helix Water stated as: "Sphere of Influence" during the Sewer to tap and Sand mining application. On one of their documents it stated, if your property was within 1000' of the Helix property for Sand Mining and Sewer to Tap, you were considered in the critical area. While discussing the project today, it was discovered that this current application only considers 300' as the "Sphere of Influence" aka Hot Zone. The planner agreed to request it be inclusive to 1000' to allow the proper numbers of properties to have a say, as in the Sewer to Tap/Sand Mining application.

This is referred to as Hot Zone because most of the 116 properties circumvent the Helix property and will be subject to everything negative brought out at the last meeting. If you did not attend, please know that the main concern is Health, Air quality, Noise, traffic, well water pollution, well water shortages like what happened when Barona over pumped their systems.

Other issues count, like horse trails and property values, however taking care of the above will allow better things to settle out at the conclusion.

Please indicate on this memo your position of support and mail it back to us ASAP so we can direct a clear, one track course for El Monte Valley property owners and residents as well as present the results at the next public hearing.

For Sand Mining ______________________ Against Sand Mining V

Your name Lisa Pierce

Your address 14440 Willow Rd, Lakeside, CA 92040

E-mail TonyMasey@Yahoo.com optional

Barry & Jackie Treacy
14775 El Monte Rd.
Lakeside Ca. 92040
July 10, 2015
SAND MINING

Your opinion regarding whether Sand Mining should occur in the "Hot Zone" of El Monte Valley is requested. If enough responses are received that object, it will be forwarded to those in Government that will decide.

The "hot zone" is the 116 properties + in what Helix Water stated as: "Sphere of Influence" during the Sewer to tap and Sand mining application. On one of their documents it stated, if your property was within 1000' of the Helix property for Sand Mining and Sewer to Tap, you were considered in the critical area. While discussing the project today, it was discovered that this current application only considers 300' as the "Sphere of Influence" aka Hot Zone. The planner agreed to request it be inclusive to 1000' to allow the proper numbers of properties to have a say, as in the Sewer to Tap/Sand Mining application.

This is referred to as Hot Zone because most of the 116 properties circumvent the Helix property and will be subject to everything negative brought out at the last meeting. If you did not attend, please know that the main concern is Health, Air quality, Noise, traffic, well water pollution, well water shortages like what happened when Barona over pumped their systems.

Other issues count, like horse trails and property values, however taking care of the above will allow better things to settle out at the conclusion.

Please indicate on this memo your position of support and mail it back to us ASAP so we can direct a clear, one track course for El Monte Valley property owners and residents as well as present the results at the next public hearing.

For Sand Mining  Against Sand Mining  

Your name  Barry & Jackie Treaty  

Your address  14775 El Monte Rd.  

E-mail Optional  

Barry & Jackie Treaty  
14775 El Monte Rd.  
Lakeside Ca. 92040
July 10, 2015
SAND MINING

Your opinion regarding whether Sand Mining should occur in the "Hot Zone" of El Monte Valley is requested. If enough responses are received that object, it will be forwarded to those in Government that will decide.

The "hot zone" is the 116 properties in what Helix Water stated as: "Sphere of Influence" during the Sewer to tap and Sand mining application. On one of their documents it stated, if your property was within 1000' of the Helix property for Sand Mining and Sewer to Tap, you were considered in the critical area. While discussing the project today, it was discovered that this current application only considers 300' as the "Sphere of Influence" aka Hot Zone. The planner agreed to request it be inclusive to 1000' to allow the proper numbers of properties to have a say, as in the Sewer to Tap/Sand Mining application.

This is referred to as Hot Zone because most of the 116 properties circumvent the Helix property and will be subject to everything negative brought out at the last meeting. If you did not attend, please know that the main concern is Health, Air quality, Noise, traffic, well water pollution, well water shortages like what happened when Barona over pumped their systems.

Other issues count, like horse trails and property values, however taking care of the above will allow better things to settle out at the conclusion.

Please indicate on this memo your position of support and mail it back to us ASAP so we can direct a clear, one track course for El Monte Valley property owners and residents as well as present the results at the next public hearing.

For Sand Mining Against Sand Mining

Your name ________________________________
Your address ________________________________
E-mail ________________________________ (optional)

Barry & Jackie Treathy
14775 El Monte Rd.
Lakeside Ca. 92040
July 10, 2015
SAND MINING

Your opinion regarding whether Sand Mining should occur in the "Hot Zone" of El Monte Valley is requested. If enough responses are received that object, it will be forwarded to those in Government that will decide.

The "hot zone" is the 116 properties in what Helix Water stated as: "Sphere of Influence" during the Sewer to Tap and Sand mining application. On one of their documents it stated, if your property was within 1000' of the Helix property for Sand Mining and Sewer to Tap, you were considered in the critical area. While discussing the project today, it was discovered that this current application only considers 300' as the "Sphere of Influence" aka Hot Zone. The planner agreed to request it be inclusive to 1000' to allow the proper numbers of properties to have a say, as in the Sewer to Tap/Sand Mining application.

This is referred to as Hot Zone because most of the 116 properties circumvent the Helix property and will be subject to everything negative brought out at the last meeting. If you did not attend, please know that the main concern is Health, Air quality, Noise, traffic, well water pollution, well water shortages like what happened when Barona over pumped their systems.

Other issues count, like horse trails and property values, however taking care of the above will allow better things to settle out at the conclusion.

Please indicate on this memo your position of support and mail it back to us ASAP so we can direct a clear, one track course for El Monte Valley property owners and residents as well as present the results at the next public hearing.

For Sand Mining ______________ Against Sand Mining ______________

Your name: Jackie Treacy
Your address: TREATY2@YAHOO.COM
E-mail: ______________ optional

Barry & Jackie Treacy
14775 El Monte Rd.
Lakeside Ca. 92040
July 10, 2015
SAND MINING

Your opinion regarding whether Sand Mining should occur in the "Hot Zone" of El Monte Valley is requested. If enough responses are received that object, it will be forwarded to those in Government that will decide.

The "hot zone" is the 116 properties ~ in what Helix Water stated as: "Sphere of Influence" during the Sewer to Tap and Sand mining application. On one of their documents it stated, if your property was within 1000' of the Helix property for Sand Mining and Sewer to Tap, you were considered in the critical area. While discussing the project today, it was discovered that this current application only considers 300' as the "Sphere of Influence" aka Hot Zone. The planner agreed to request it be inclusive to 1000' to allow the proper numbers of properties to have a say, as in the Sewer to Tap/Sand Mining application.

This is referred to as Hot Zone because most of the 116 properties circumvent the Helix property and will be subject to everything negative brought out at the last meeting. If you did not attend, please know that the main concern is Health, Air quality, Noise, traffic, well water pollution, well water shortages like what happened when Barona over pumped their systems.

Other issues count, like horse trails and property values, however taking care of the above will allow better things to settle out at the conclusion.

Please indicate on this memo your position of support and mail it back to us ASAP so we can direct a clear, one track course for El Monte Valley property owners and residents as well as present the results at the next public hearing.

For Sand Mining __________________________ Against Sand Mining

Your name ____________________________

Your address 135-30 Willow Rd. LAKESIDE

E-mail ___________________________________ optional

Barry & Jackie Treahy
14775 El Monte Rd.
Lakeside Ca. 92040
July 10, 2015
SAND MINING

Your opinion regarding whether Sand Mining should occur in the "Hot Zone" of El Monte Valley is requested. If enough responses are received that object, it will be forwarded to those in Government that will decide.

The "hot zone" is the 116 properties +- in what Helix Water stated as: "Sphere of Influence" during the Sewer to tap and Sand mining application. On one of their documents it stated, if your property was within 1000' of the Helix property for Sand Mining and Sewer to Tap, you were considered in the critical area. While discussing the project today, it was discovered that this current application only considers 300' as the "Sphere of Influence" aka Hot Zone. The planner agreed to request it be inclusive to 1000' to allow the proper numbers of properties to have a say, as in the Sewer to Tap/Sand Mining application.

This is referred to as Hot Zone because most of the 116 properties circumvent the Helix property and will be subject to everything negative brought out at the last meeting. If you did not attend, please know that the main concern is Health, Air quality, Noise, traffic, well water pollution, well water shortages like what happened when Barona over pumped their systems.

Other issues count, like horse trails and property values, however taking care of the above will allow better things to settle out at the conclusion.

Please indicate on this memo your position of support and mail it back to us ASAP so we can direct a clear, one track course for El Monte Valley property owners and residents as well as present the results at the next public hearing.

For Sand Mining ____________ Against Sand Mining X ____________

Your name Brian + Debra Flanigan ____________
Your address 14346 Willow Rd, Lakeside CA 92040
E-mail debbie-flanigan@att.net optional

Barry & Jackie Treaby
14775 El Monte Rd.
Lakeside Ca, 92040
July 10, 2015
SAND MINING

Your opinion regarding whether Sand Mining should occur in the "Hot Zone" of El Monte Valley is requested. If enough responses are received that object, it will be forwarded to those in Government that will decide.

The "hot zone" is the 116 properties in what Helix Water stated as: "Sphere of Influence" during the Sewer to tap and Sand mining application. On one of their documents it stated, if your property was within 1000' of the Helix property for Sand Mining and Sewer to Tap, you were considered in the critical area. While discussing the project today, it was discovered that this current application only considers 300' as the "Sphere of Influence" aka Hot Zone. The planner agreed to request it be inclusive to 1000' to allow the proper numbers of properties to have a say, as in the Sewer to Tap/Sand Mining application.

This is referred to as Hot Zone because most of the 116 properties circumvent the Helix property and will be subject to everything negative brought out at the last meeting. If you did not attend, please know that the main concern is Health, Air quality, Noise, traffic, well water pollution, well water shortages like what happened when Barona over pumped their systems.

Other issues count, like horse trails and property values, however taking care of the above will allow better things to settle out at the conclusion.

Please indicate on this memo your position of support and mail it back to us ASAP so we can direct a clear, one track course for El Monte Valley property owners and residents as well as present the results at the next public hearing.

For Sand Mining ______________ Against Sand Mining ________________

Your name ________________

Your address 1211 Maryland Pl. San Diego, CA 92103

E-mail TDA_1TRAD@EAL.COM

Barry & Jackie Treaby
14775 El Monte Rd.
Lakeside Ca. 92040
July 10, 2015
SAND MINING

Your opinion regarding whether Sand Mining should occur in the "Hot Zone" of El Monte Valley is requested. If enough responses are received that object, it will be forwarded to those in Government that will decide.

The "hot zone" is the 116 properties in what Helix Water stated as: "Sphere of Influence" during the Sewer to tap and Sand mining application. On one of their documents it stated, if your property was within 1000' of the Helix property for Sand Mining and Sewer to Tap, you were considered in the critical area. While discussing the project today, it was discovered that this current application only considers 300' as the "Sphere of Influence" aka Hot Zone. The planner agreed to request it be inclusive to 1000' to allow the proper numbers of properties to have a say, as in the Sewer to Tap/Sand Mining application.

This is referred to as Hot Zone because most of the 116 properties circumvent the Helix property and will be subject to everything negative brought out at the last meeting. If you did not attend, please know that the main concern is Health, Air quality, Noise, traffic, well water pollution, well water shortages like what happened when Barona over pumped their systems.

Other issues count, like horse trails and property values, however taking care of the above will allow better things to settle out at the conclusion.

Please indicate on this memo your position of support and mail it back to us ASAP so we can direct a clear, one track course for El Monte Valley property owners and residents as well as present the results at the next public hearing.

For Sand Mining ___________________ Against Sand Mining ___________________

Your name ____________________________
Your address 13610, 13608 Willow Rd,
E-mail ____________ optional

Barry & Jackie Treacy
14775 El Monte Rd.
Lakeside Ca. 92040
July 10, 2015
SAND MINING

Your opinion regarding whether Sand Mining should occur in the "Hot Zone" of El Monte Valley is requested. If enough responses are received that object, it will be forwarded to those in Government that will decide.

The "hot zone" is the 116 properties in what Helix Water stated as: "Sphere of Influence" during the Sewer to tap and Sand mining application. On one of their documents it stated, if your property was within 1000' of the Helix property for Sand Mining and Sewer to Tap, you were considered in the critical area. While discussing the project today, it was discovered that this current application only considers 300' as the "Sphere of Influence" aka Hot Zone. The planner agreed to request it be inclusive to 1000' to allow the proper numbers of properties to have a say, as in the Sewer to Tap/Sand Mining application.

This is referred to as Hot Zone because most of the 116 properties circumvent the Helix property and will be subject to everything negative brought out at the last meeting. If you did not attend, please know that the main concern is Health, Air quality, Noise, traffic, well water pollution, well water shortages like what happened when Barona over pumped their systems.

Other issues count, like horse trails and property values, however taking care of the above will allow better things to settle out at the conclusion.

Please indicate on this memo your position of support and mail it back to us ASAP so we can direct a clear, one track course for El Monte Valley property owners and residents as well as present the results at the next public hearing.

For Sand Mining ___________ Against Sand Mining X

Your name Rachel Holbrook
Your address 14774 Willow Road, Lakeside, CA
E-mail holbrookrachel@msn.com

Barry & Jackie Treahy
14775 El Monte Rd.
Lakeside Ca. 92040
July 10, 2015
SAND MINING

Your opinion regarding whether Sand Mining should occur in the "Hot Zone" of El Monte Valley is requested. If enough responses are received that object, it will be forwarded to those in Government that will decide.

The "hot zone" is the 116 properties +- in what Helix Water stated as: "Sphere of Influence" during the Sewer to tap and Sand mining application. On one of their documents it stated, if your property was within 1000' of the Helix property for Sand Mining and Sewer to Tap, you were considered in the critical area. While discussing the project today, it was discovered that this current application only considers 300' as the "Sphere of Influence" aka Hot Zone. The planner agreed to request it be inclusive to 1000' to allow the proper numbers of properties to have a say, as in the Sewer to Tap/Sand Mining application.

This is referred to as Hot Zone because most of the 116 properties circumvent the Helix property and will be subject to everything negative brought out at the last meeting. If you did not attend, please know that the main concern is Health, Air quality, Noise, traffic, well water pollution, well water shortages like what happened when Barona over pumped their systems.

Other issues count, like horse trails and property values, however taking care of the above will allow better things to settle out at the conclusion.

Please indicate on this memo your position of support and mail it back to us ASAP so we can direct a clear, one track course for El Monte Valley property owners and residents as well as present the results at the next public hearing.

For Sand Mining ____________________ Against Sand Mining ____________________

Your name: __________________________

Your address: 15429 El Monte Rd. Lakeside 92037

E-mail: _______________________________

"Joey"

Barry & Jackie Treahy
14775 El Monte Rd.
Lakeside Ca. 92040
July 10, 2015  
SAND MINING

Your opinion regarding whether Sand Mining should occur in the "Hot Zone" of El Monte Valley is requested. If enough responses are received that object, it will be forwarded to those in Government that will decide.

The "hot zone" is the 116 properties in what Helix Water stated as: "Sphere of Influence" during the Sewer to tap and Sand mining application. On one of their documents it stated, if your property was within 1000' of the Helix property for Sand Mining and Sewer to Tap, you were considered in the critical area. While discussing the project today, it was discovered that this current application only considers 300' as the "Sphere of Influence" aka Hot Zone. The planner agreed to request it be inclusive to 1000' to allow the proper numbers of properties to have a say, as in the Sewer to Tap/Sand Mining application.

This is referred to as Hot Zone because most of the 116 properties circumvent the Helix property and will be subject to everything negative brought out at the last meeting. If you did not attend, please know that the main concern is Health, Air quality, Noise, traffic, well water pollution, well water shortages like what happened when Barona over pumped their systems.

Other issues count, like horse trails and property values, however taking care of the above will allow better things to settle out at the conclusion.

Please indicate on this memo your position of support and mail it back to us ASAP so we can direct a clear, one track course for El Monte Valley property owners and residents as well as present the results at the next public hearing.

For Sand Mining  
Against Sand Mining X

Your name Jerry & Barbara Rust
Your address 14336 Willow rd
E-mail Jerry_rust@cox.net optional

Barry & Jackie Treahy  
14775 El Monte Rd.  
Lakeside Ca. 92030
July 10, 2015
SAND MINING

Your opinion regarding whether Sand Mining should occur in the "Hot Zone" of El Monte Valley is requested. If enough responses are received that object, it will be forwarded to those in Government that will decide.

The "hot zone" is the 116 properties ~ in what Helix Water stated as: "Sphere of Influence" during the Sewer to tap and Sand mining application. On one of their documents it stated, if your property was within 1000' of the Helix property for Sand Mining and Sewer to Tap, you were considered in the critical area. While discussing the project today, it was discovered that this current application only considers 300' as the "Sphere of Influence" aka Hot Zone. The planner agreed to request it be inclusive to 1000' to allow the proper numbers of properties to have a say, as in the Sewer to Tap/Sand Mining application.

This is referred to as Hot Zone because most of the 116 properties circumvent the Helix property and will be subject to everything negative brought out at the last meeting. If you did not attend, please know that the main concern is Health, Air quality, Noise, traffic, well water pollution, well water shortages like what happened when Barona over pumped their systems.

Other issues count, like horse trails and property values, however taking care of the above will allow better things to settle out at the conclusion.

Please indicate on this memo your position of support and mail it back to us ASAP so we can direct a clear, one track course for El Monte Valley property owners and residents as well as present the results at the next public hearing.

For Sand Mining ___________________ Against Sand Mining __________

Your name ___________________________ Your address ________________________
Robyn Boedecker 14630 El Monte Road, Lakeside 92030

E-mail boedecker@san.rr.com __________ mail address ____________________________

Barry & Jackie Treahy
14775 El Monte Rd.
Lakeside Ca. 92040
July 10, 2015
SAND MINING

Your opinion regarding whether Sand Mining should occur in the "Hot Zone" of El Monte Valley is requested. If enough responses are received that object, it will be forwarded to those in Government that will decide.

The "hot zone" is the 116 properties in what Helix Water stated as: "Sphere of Influence" during the Sewer to tap and Sand mining application. On one of their documents it stated, if your property was within 1000' of the Helix property for Sand Mining and Sewer to Tap, you were considered in the critical area. While discussing the project today, it was discovered that this current application only considers 300' as the "Sphere of Influence" aka Hot Zone. The planner agreed to request it be inclusive to 1000' to allow the proper numbers of properties to have a say, as in the Sewer to Tap/Sand Mining application.

This is referred to as Hot Zone because most of the 116 properties circumvent the Helix property and will be subject to everything negative brought out at the last meeting. If you did not attend, please know that the main concern is Health, Air quality, Noise, traffic, well water pollution, well water shortages like what happened when Barona over pumped their systems.

Other issues count, like horse trails and property values, however taking care of the above will allow better things to settle out at the conclusion.

Please indicate on this memo your position of support and mail it back to us ASAP so we can direct a clear, one track course for El Monte Valley property owners and residents as well as present the results at the next public hearing.

For Sand Mining        Against Sand Mining    

Your name               Sam Redd

Your address            15599 Sleepy Creek Rd  

E-mail                  BGRDNLF@Aol.com    optional

Barry & Jackie Treahy  
14775 El Monte Rd.  
Lakeside Ca. 92040
July 10, 2015
SAND MINING

Your opinion regarding whether Sand Mining should occur in the "Hot Zone" of El Monte Valley is requested. If enough responses are received that object, it will be forwarded to those in Government that will decide.

The "hot zone" is the 116 properties +/- in what Helix Water stated as: "Sphere of Influence" during the Sewer to tap and Sand mining application. On one of their documents it stated, if your property was within 1000' of the Helix property for Sand Mining and Sewer to Tap, you were considered in the critical area. While discussing the project today, it was discovered that this current application only considers 300' as the "Sphere of Influence" aka Hot Zone. The planner agreed to request it be inclusive to 1000' to allow the proper numbers of properties to have a say, as in the Sewer to Tap/Sand Mining application.

This is referred to as Hot Zone because most of the 116 properties circumvent the Helix property and will be subject to everything negative brought out at the last meeting. If you did not attend, please know that the main concern is Health, Air quality, Noise, traffic, well water pollution, well water shortages like what happened when Barona over pumped their systems.

Other issues count, like horse trails and property values, however taking care of the above will allow better things to settle out at the conclusion.

Please indicate on this memo your position of support and mail it back to us ASAP so we can direct a clear, one track course for El Monte Valley property owners and residents as well as present the results at the next public hearing.

For Sand Mining ____________________ Against Sand Mining X

Your name Gilbert & Ruby Hernandez

Your address 15468 El Monte Road Lakeside CA 92040

E-mail ________________________________ optional

Barry & Jackie Treacy
14775 El Monte Rd.
Lakeside Ca. 92040
July 10, 2015
SAND MINING

Your opinion regarding whether Sand Mining should occur in the "Hot Zone" of El Monte Valley is requested. If enough responses are received that object, it will be forwarded to those in Government that will decide.

The "hot zone" is the 116 properties in what Helix Water stated as: "Sphere of Influence" during the Sewer to tap and Sand mining application. On one of their documents it stated, if your property was within 1000' of the Helix property for Sand Mining and Sewer to Tap, you were considered in the critical area. While discussing the project today, it was discovered that this current application only considers 300' as the "Sphere of Influence" aka Hot Zone. The planner agreed to request it be inclusive to 1000' to allow the proper numbers of properties to have a say, as in the Sewer to Tap/Sand Mining application.

This is referred to as Hot Zone because most of the 116 properties circumvent the Helix property and will be subject to everything negative brought out at the last meeting. If you did not attend, please know that the main concern is Health, Air quality, Noise, traffic, well water pollution, well water shortages like what happened when Barona over pumped their systems.

Other issues count, like horse trails and property values, however taking care of the above will allow better things to settle out at the conclusion.

Please indicate on this memo your position of support and mail it back to us ASAP so we can direct a clear, one track course for El Monte Valley property owners and residents as well as present the results at the next public hearing.

For Sand Mining Against Sand Mining

Your name: CENIT M. HERNANDEZ

Your address: 15420 EL MONTE RD. LAKESIDE CA 92040

E-mail: Cenit.Hernandez77@optonline.net

Barry & Jackie Treahy
14775 El Monte Rd.
Lakeside Ca. 92040
July 10, 2015
SAND MINING

Your opinion regarding whether Sand Mining should occur in the "Hot Zone" of El Monte Valley is requested. If enough responses are received that object, it will be forwarded to those in Government that will decide.

The "hot zone" is the 116 properties +- in what Helix Water stated as: "Sphere of Influence" during the Sewer to tap and Sand mining application. On one of their documents it stated, if your property was within 1000' of the Helix property for Sand Mining and Sewer to Tap, you were considered in the critical area. While discussing the project today, it was discovered that this current application only considers 300' as the "Sphere of Influence" aka Hot Zone. The planner agreed to request it be inclusive to 1000' to allow the proper numbers of properties to have a say, as in the Sewer to Tap/Sand Mining application.

This is referred to as Hot Zone because most of the 116 properties circumvent the Helix property and will be subject to everything negative brought out at the last meeting. If you did not attend, please know that the main concern is Health, Air quality, Noise, traffic, well water pollution, well water shortages like what happened when Barona over pumped their systems.

Other issues count, like horse trails and property values, however taking care of the above will allow better things to settle out at the conclusion.

Please indicate on this memo your position of support and mail it back to us ASAP so we can direct a clear, one track course for El Monte Valley property owners and residents as well as present the results at the next public hearing.

For Sand Mining

Against Sand Mining

Tim Bloom

Your name Tim & Joanna Bloom

Your address 15263 Golda Odessa Ln. Lakeside Ca 92036

E-mail Tim.bloom@Hotmail.com optional

Barry & Jackie Treahy

14775 El Monte Rd.

Lakeside Ca. 92040
July 10, 2015
SAND MINING

Your opinion regarding whether Sand Mining should occur in the "Hot Zone" of El Monte Valley is requested. If enough responses are received that object, it will be forwarded to those in Government that will decide.

The "hot zone" is the 116 properties in what Helix Water stated as: "Sphere of Influence" during the Sewer to tap and Sand mining application. On one of their documents it stated, if your property was within 1000' of the Helix property for Sand Mining and Sewer to Tap, you were considered in the critical area. While discussing the project today, it was discovered that this current application only considers 300' as the "Sphere of Influence" aka Hot Zone. The planner agreed to request it be inclusive to 1000' to allow the proper numbers of properties to have a say, as in the Sewer to Tap/Sand Mining application.

This is referred to as Hot Zone because most of the 116 properties circumvent the Helix property and will be subject to everything negative brought out at the last meeting. If you did not attend, please know that the main concern is Health, Air quality, Noise, traffic, well water pollution, well water shortages like what happened when Barona over pumped their systems.

Other issues count, like horse trails and property values, however taking care of the above will allow better things to settle out at the conclusion. 

Please indicate on this memo your position of support and mail it back to us ASAP so we can direct a clear, one track, course for El Monte Valley property owners and residents as well as present the results at the next public hearing.

For Sand Mining  Against Sand Mining  Strongly AGAINST

Your name  Gwer Noonan (Eatheron)

Your address  14755 El Monte Rd

E-mail  zvnrooan@yahoo.com
       gwer-noonan@gmail.com

Barry & Jackie Trehy
14775 El Monte Rd.
Lakeside Ca. 92040
For Sand Mining

Your name: John W. Fonte

El Monte Valley property address: 6916 Pepper Dr. El Cajon, CA 92021

E-mail: j19391940@Aol.com

Barry & Jackie Treahy
14775 El Monte Rd.
Lakeside Ca. 92040

Also: 6998 Acres, Wildcat Canyon Rd. Lakeside, CA
July 10, 2015
SAND MINING

Your opinion regarding whether Sand Mining should occur in the "Hot Zone" of El Monte Valley is requested. If enough responses are received that object, it will be forwarded to those in Government that will decide.

The "hot zone" is the 116 properties +- in what Helix Water stated as: "Sphere of Influence" during the Sewer to tap and Sand mining application. On one of their documents it stated, if your property was within 1000' of the Helix property for Sand Mining and Sewer to Tap, you were considered in the critical area. While discussing the project today, it was discovered that this current application only considers 300' as the "Sphere of Influence" aka Hot Zone. The planner agreed to request it be inclusive to 1000' to allow the proper numbers of properties to have a say, as in the Sewer to Tap/Sand Mining application.

This is referred to as Hot Zone because most of the 116 properties circumvent the Helix property and will be subject to everything negative brought out at the last meeting. If you did not attend, please know that the main concern is Health, Air quality, Noise, traffic, well water pollution, well water shortages like what happened when Barona over pumped their systems.

Other issues count, like horse trails and property values, however taking care of the above will allow better things to settle out at the conclusion.

Please indicate on this memo your position of support and mail it back to us ASAP so we can direct a clear, one track course for El Monte Valley property owners and residents as well as present the results at the next public hearing.

For Sand Mining ______________  Against Sand Mining ______________

Your name ________________

Tiffany Blaszak

El Monte Valley property address ________14446 El Monte Rd ________

E-mail ________________optional

caffeina1@gmail.com

Barry & Jackie Treaty
14775 El Monte Rd.
Lakeside Ca. 92040
July 10, 2015
SAND MINING

Your opinion regarding whether Sand Mining should occur in the "Hot Zone" of El Monte Valley is requested. If enough responses are received that object, it will be forwarded to those in Government that will decide.

The "hot zone" is the 116 properties + in what Helix Water stated as: "Sphere of Influence" during the Sewer to tap and Sand mining application. On one of their documents it stated, if your property was within 1000’ of the Helix property for Sand Mining and Sewer to Tap, you were considered in the critical area. While discussing the project today, it was discovered that this current application only considers 300’ as the "Sphere of Influence" aka Hot Zone. The planner agreed to request it be inclusive to 1000’ to allow the proper numbers of properties to have a say, as in the Sewer to Tap/Sand Mining application.

This is referred to as Hot Zone because most of the 116 properties circumvent the Helix property and will be subject to everything negative brought out at the last meeting. If you did not attend, please know that the main concern is Health, Air quality, Noise, traffic, well water pollution, well water shortages like what happened when Barona over pumped their systems.

Other issues count, like horse trails and property values, however taking care of the above will allow better things to settle out at the conclusion.

Please indicate on this memo your position of support and mail it back to us ASAP so we can direct a clear, one track course for El Monte Valley property owners and residents as well as present the results at the next public hearing.

For Sand Mining__________________Against Sand Mining V

Your name Brandie & Jesse Sturm

Your address 15249 Golda Odessa Ln. Lakeside, CA 92030

E-mail BOWINE@smithshade.com optional

Barry & Jackie Truahy
14775 El Monte Rd.
Lakeside Ca. 92040
July 10, 2015
SAND MINING

Your opinion regarding whether Sand Mining should occur in the "Hot Zone" of El Monte Valley is requested. If enough responses are received that object, it will be forwarded to those in Government that will decide.

The "hot zone" is the 116 properties in what Helix Water stated as: "Sphere of Influence" during the Sewer to tap and Sand mining application. On one of their documents it stated, if your property was within 1000' of the Helix property for Sand Mining and Sewer to Tap, you were considered in the critical area. While discussing the project today, it was discovered that this current application only considers 300' as the "Sphere of Influence" aka Hot Zone. The planner agreed to request it be inclusive to 1000' to allow the proper numbers of properties to have a say, as in the Sewer to Tap/Sand Mining application.

This is referred to as Hot Zone because most of the 116 properties circumvent the Helix property and will be subject to everything negative brought out at the last meeting. If you did not attend, please know that the main concern is Health, Air quality, Noise, traffic, well water pollution, well water shortages like what happened when Barona over pumped their systems.

Other issues count, like horse trails and property values, however taking care of the above will allow better things to settle out at the conclusion.

Please indicate on this memo your position of support and mail it back to us ASAP so we can direct a clear, one track course for El Monte Valley property owners and residents as well as present the results at the next public hearing.

For Sand Mining ___________________________________________________________________________ Against Sand Mining ___________________________________________________________________________

Your name ___________________________ Donna Swink ___________________________

El Monte Valley property address 1538 WILDCAT CYN RD.

E-mail Swink1ksd@aol.com optional

Barry & Jackie Treahy
14775 El Monte Rd.
Lakeside Ca. 92040
July 10, 2015
SAND MINING

Your opinion regarding whether Sand Mining should occur in the "Hot Zone" of El Monte Valley is requested. If enough responses are received that object, it will be forwarded to those in Government that will decide.

The "hot zone" is the 116 properties + in what Helix Water stated as: "Sphere of Influence" during the Sewer to tap and Sand mining application. On one of their documents it stated, if your property was within 1000' of the Helix property for Sand Mining and Sewer to Tap, you were considered in the critical area. While discussing the project today, it was discovered that this current application only considers 300' as the "Sphere of Influence" aka Hot Zone. The planner agreed to request it be inclusive to 1000' to allow the proper numbers of properties to have a say, as in the Sewer to Tap/Sand Mining application.

This is referred to as Hot Zone because most of the 116 properties circumvent the Helix property and will be subject to everything negative brought out at the last meeting. If you did not attend, please know that the main concern is Health, Air quality, Noise, traffic, well water pollution, well water shortages like what happened when Barona over pumped their systems.

Other issues count, like horse trails and property values, however taking care of the above will allow better things to settle out at the conclusion.

Please indicate on this memo your position of support and mail it back to us ASAP so we can direct a clear, one track course for El Monte Valley property owners and residents as well as present the results at the next public hearing.

For Sand Mining  Against Sand Mining  X

Your name  KAREN STORY

El Monte Valley property address  14706 EL MONTE RD

E-mail KARENSTORY@SBCGLOBAL.NET  optional

Barry & Jackie Treacy
14775 El Monte Rd.
Lakeside Ca. 92040
Your opinion regarding whether Sand Mining should occur in the "Hot Zone" of El Monte Valley is requested. If enough responses are received that object, it will be forwarded to those in Government that will decide.

The "hot zone" is the 116 properties +- in what Helix Water stated as: "Sphere of Influence" during the Sewer to tap and Sand mining application. On one of their documents it stated, if your property was within 1000' of the Helix property for Sand Mining and Sewer to Tap, you were considered in the critical area. While discussing the project today, it was discovered that this current application only considers 300' as the "Sphere of Influence" aka Hot Zone. The planner agreed to request it be inclusive to 1000' to allow the proper numbers of properties to have a say, as in the Sewer to Tap/Sand Mining application.

This is referred to as Hot Zone because most of the 116 properties circumvent the Helix property and will be subject to everything negative brought out at the last meeting. If you did not attend, please know that the main concern is Health, Air quality, Noise, traffic, well water pollution, well water shortages like what happened when Barona over pumped their systems.

Other issues count, like horse trails and property values, however taking care of the above will allow better things to settle out at the conclusion.

Please indicate on this memo your position of support and mail it back to us ASAP so we can direct a clear, one track course for El Monte Valley property owners and residents as well as present the results at the next public hearing.

For Sand Mining __________ Against Sand Mining __________

Your name: Billy Potts

El Monte Valley property address: 5091 Plume Rd. in lot 6207057287379

E-mail: ___________________________ optional

Barry & Jackie Trealy
14775 El Monte Rd.
Lakeside Ca. 92040

Can you please call me as I don't understand how this will affect my land. Thank you, Billy Potts.
July 10, 2015
SAND MINING

Your opinion regarding whether Sand-Mining should occur in the "Hot Zone" of El Monte Valley is requested. If enough responses are received that object, it will be forwarded to those in Government that will decide.

The "hot zone" is the 116 properties in what Helix Water stated as: "Sphere of Influence" during the Sewer to tap and Sand mining application. On one of their documents it stated, if your property was within 1000' of the Helix property for Sand Mining and Sewer to Tap, you were considered in the critical area. While discussing the project today, it was discovered that this current application only considers 300' as the "Sphere of Influence" aka Hot Zone. The planner agreed to request it be inclusive to 1000' to allow the proper numbers of properties to have a say, as in the Sewer to Tap/Sand Mining application.

This is referred to as Hot Zone because most of the 116 properties circumvent the Helix property and will be subject to everything negative brought out at the last meeting. If you did not attend, please know that the main concern is Health, Air quality, Noise, traffic, well water pollution, well water shortages like what happened when Barona over pumped their systems.

Other issues count, like horse trails and property values, however taking care of the above will allow better things to settle out at the conclusion.

Please indicate on this memo your position of support and mail it back to us ASAP so we can direct a clear, one track course for El Monte Valley property owners and residents as well as present the results at the next public hearing.

For Sand Mining

Against Sand Mining

Your name ____________________________

Ralph & Kristie Smith

Your address 15262 Golda Odessa Lane,

Lakeside, Ca. 92040

E-mail Kristieosmithshady.com optional

1016-726-6057

Barry & Jackie Treahy
14775 El Monte Rd.
Lakeside Ca. 92040
Your opinion regarding whether Sand Mining should occur in the "Hot Zone" of El Monte Valley is requested. If enough responses are received that object, it will be forwarded to those in Government that will decide.

The "hot zone" is the 116 properties + in what Helix Water stated as: "Sphere of Influence" during the Sewer to tap and Sand mining application. On one of their documents it stated, if your property was within 1000' of the Helix property for Sand Mining and Sewer to Tap, you were considered in the critical area. While discussing the project today, it was discovered that this current application only considers 300' as the "Sphere of Influence" aka Hot Zone. The planner agreed to request it be inclusive to 1000' to allow the proper numbers of properties to have a say, as in the Sewer to Tap/Sand Mining application.

This is referred to as Hot Zone because most of the 116 properties circumvent the Helix property and will be subject to everything negative brought out at the last meeting. If you did not attend, please know that the main concern is Health, Air quality, Noise, traffic, well water pollution, well water shortages like what happened when Barona over pumped their systems.

Other issues count, like horse trails and property values, however taking care of the above will allow better things to settle out at the conclusion.

Please indicate on this memo your position of support and mail it back to us ASAP so we can direct a clear, one track course for El Monte Valley property owners and residents as well as present the results at the next public hearing.

For Sand Mining Against Sand Mining ND Sand Mining

Your name

El Monte Valley property address 13330 Willow Rd Lakeside CA

E-mail GFMinsp1@gmail.com optional

Barry & Jackie Treahy
14775 El Monte Rd.
Lakeside Ca. 92040
July 10, 2015

SAND MINING

Your opinion regarding whether Sand Mining should occur in the "Hot Zone" of El Monte Valley is requested. If enough responses are received that object, it will be forwarded to those in Government that will decide.

The "hot zone" is the 116 properties in what Helix Water stated as: "Sphere of Influence" during the Sewer to tap and Sand mining application. On one of their documents it stated, if your property was within 1000' of the Helix property for Sand Mining and Sewer to Tap, you were considered in the critical area. While discussing the project today, it was discovered that this current application only considers 300' as the "Sphere of Influence" aka Hot Zone. The planner agreed to request it be inclusive to 1000' to allow the proper number of properties to have a say, as in the Sewer to Tap/Sand Mining application.

This is referred to as Hot Zone because most of the 116 properties circumvent the Helix property and will be subject to everything negative brought out at the last meeting. If you did not attend, please know that the main concern is Health, Air quality, Noise, traffic, well water pollution, well water shortages like what happened when Barona over pumped their systems.

Other issues count, like horse trails and property values, however taking care of the above will allow better things to settle out at the conclusion.

Please indicate on this memo your position of support and mail it back to us ASAP so we can direct a clear, one track course for El Monte Valley property owners and residents as well as present the results at the next public hearing.

For Sand Mining ____________________ Against Sand Mining ____________________

Your name ____________________________

El Monte Valley property address 15698 Mountain Valley Pl.

E-mail ____________________________ optional

Barry & Jackie Treahy
14775 El Monte Rd.
Lakeside Ca. 92040
July 10, 2015
SAND MINING

Your opinion regarding whether Sand Mining should occur in the "Hot Zone" of El Monte Valley is requested. If enough responses are received that object, it will be forwarded to those in Government that will decide.

The "hot zone" is the 116 properties ~ in what Helix Water stated as: "Sphere of Influence" during the Sewer to tap and Sand mining application. On one of their documents it stated, if your property was within 1000' of the Helix property for Sand Mining and Sewer to Tap, you were considered in the critical area. While discussing the project today, it was discovered that this current application only considers 300' as the "Sphere of Influence" aka Hot Zone. The planner agreed to request it be inclusive to 1000' to allow the proper numbers of properties to have a say, as in the Sewer to Tap/Sand Mining application.

This is referred to as Hot Zone because most of the 116 properties circumvent the Helix property and will be subject to everything negative brought out at the last meeting. If you did not attend, please know that the main concern is Health, Air quality, Noise, traffic, well water pollution, well water shortages like what happened when Barona over pumped their systems.

Other issues count, like horse trails and property values, however taking care of the above will allow better things to settle out at the conclusion.

Please indicate on this memo your position of support and mail it back to us ASAP so we can direct a clear, one track course for El Monte Valley property owners and residents as well as present the results at the next public hearing.

For Sand Mining  ____________________ Against Sand Mining  YES

Your name  RONALD SHERMAN

El Monte Valley property address  1491 CUMMINSPO  LAKE SIDE

E-mail  ________________________________________ optional

Barry & Jackie Treaey
14775 El Monte Rd.
Lakeside Ca. 92040
July 10, 2015
SAND MINING

Your opinion regarding whether Sand Mining should occur in the "Hot Zone" of El Monte Valley is requested. If enough responses are received that object, it will be forwarded to those in Government that will decide.

The "hot zone" is the 116 properties in what Helix Water stated as: "Sphere of Influence" during the Sewer to tap and Sand mining application. On one of their documents it stated, if your property was within 1000' of the Helix property for Sand Mining and Sewer to Tap, you were considered in the critical area. While discussing the project today, it was discovered that this current application only considers 300' as the "Sphere of Influence" aka Hot Zone. The planner agreed to request it be inclusive to 1000' to allow the proper numbers of properties to have a say, as in the Sewer to Tap/Sand Mining application.

This is referred to as Hot Zone because most of the 116 properties circumvent the Helix property and will be subject to everything negative brought out at the last meeting. If you did not attend, please know that the main concern is Health, Air quality, Noise, traffic, well water pollution, well water shortages like what happened when Barona over pumped their systems.

Other issues count, like horse trails and property values, however taking care of the above will allow better things to settle out at the conclusion.

Please indicate on this memo your position of support and mail it back to us ASAP so we can direct a clear, one track course for El Monte Valley property owners and residents as well as present the results at the next public hearing.

For Sand Mining ___________________ Against Sand Mining ______ X ______

Your name Tracey Rust

Your address 15286 Willow Rd. Lakeside

E-mail ____________________________ optional

Barry & Jackie Treahy
14775 El Monte Rd.
Lakeside Ca. 92040
July 10, 2015
SAND MINING

Your opinion regarding whether Sand Mining should occur in the "Hot Zone" of El Monte Valley is requested. If enough responses are received that object, it will be forwarded to those in Government that will decide.

The "hot zone" is the 116 properties in what Helix Water stated as: "Sphere of Influence" during the Sewer tap and Sand mining application. On one of their documents it stated, if your property was within 1000' of the Helix property for Sand Mining and Sewer to Tap, you were considered in the critical area. While discussing the project today, it was discovered that this current application only considers 300' as the "Sphere of Influence" aka Hot Zone. The planner agreed to request it be inclusive to 1000' to allow the proper numbers of properties to have a say, as in the Sewer to Tap/Sand Mining application.

This is referred to as Hot Zone because most of the 116 properties circumvent the Helix property and will be subject to everything negative brought out at the last meeting. If you did not attend, please know that the main concern is Health, Air quality, Noise, traffic, well water pollution, well water shortages like what happened when Barona over pumped their systems.

Other issues count, like horse trails and property values, however taking care of the above will allow better things to settle out at the conclusion.

Please indicate on this memo your position of support and mail it back to us ASAP so we can direct a clear, one track course for El Monte Valley property owners and residents as well as present the results at the next public hearing.

For Sand Mining ______________ Against Sand Mining ______________

Your name ____________________________

El Monte Valley property address 14726 EL MONTE RD.

E-mail ________________________________ optional

Barry & Jackie Treacy
14775 El Monte Rd.
Lakeside Ca. 92040
Your opinion regarding whether Sand Mining should occur in the "Hot Zone" of El Monte Valley is requested. If enough responses are received that object, it will be forwarded to those in Government that will decide.

The "hot zone" is the 116 properties in what Helix Water stated as: "Sphere of Influence" during the Sewer to tap and Sand mining application. On one of their documents it stated, if your property was within 1000' of the Helix property for Sand Mining and Sewer to Tap, you were considered in the critical area. While discussing the project today, it was discovered that this current application only considers 300' as the "Sphere of Influence" aka Hot Zone. The planner agreed to request it be inclusive to 1000' to allow the proper numbers of properties to have a say, as in the Sewer to Tap/Sand Mining application.

This is referred to as Hot Zone because most of the 116 properties circumvent the Helix property and will be subject to everything negative brought out at the last meeting. If you did not attend, please know that the main concern is Health, Air quality, Noise, traffic, well water pollution, well water shortages like what happened when Barona over pumped their systems.

Other issues count, like horse trails and property values, however taking care of the above will allow better things to settle out at the conclusion.

Please indicate on this memo your position of support and mail it back to us ASAP so we can direct a clear, one track course for El Monte Valley property owners and residents as well as present the results at the next public hearing.

For Sand Mining ___________________ Against Sand Mining X

Your name JEAN I. JONES

El Monte Valley property address 13352 WILLOW RD #B

E-mail Torrieannj@AOL.com optional

Barry & Jackie Trealy
14775 El Monte Rd.
Lakeside Ca. 92040
July 10, 2015
SAND MINING

Your opinion regarding whether Sand Mining should occur in the "Hot Zone" of El Monte Valley is requested. If enough responses are received that object, it will be forwarded to those in Government that will decide.

The "hot zone" is the 116 properties in what Helix Water stated as: "Sphere of Influence" during the Sewer to tap and Sand mining application. On one of their documents it stated, if your property was within 1000' of the Helix property for Sand Mining and Sewer to Tap, you were considered in the critical area. While discussing the project today, it was discovered that this current application only considers 300' as the "Sphere of Influence" aka Hot Zone. The planner agreed to request it be inclusive to 1000' to allow the proper numbers of properties to have a say, as in the Sewer to Tap/Sand Mining application.

This is referred to as Hot Zone because most of the 116 properties circumvent the Helix property and will be subject to everything negative brought out at the last meeting. If you did not attend, please know that the main concern is Health, Air quality, Noise, traffic, well water pollution, well water shortages like what happened when Barona over pumped their systems.

Other issues count, like horse trails and property values, however taking care of the above will allow better things to settle out at the conclusion.

Please indicate on this memo your position of support and mail it back to us ASAP so we can direct a clear, one track course for El Monte Valley property owners and residents as well as present the results at the next public hearing.

For Sand Mining  
Against Sand Mining X

Your name Tanner Grayce Rust

El Monte Valley property address 14402 Willow Rd Lakeside

E-mail _______________________________ optional

Barry & Jackie Treahy
14775 El Monte Rd.
Lakeside Ca. 92040

Here are the following: 15260, 15268 Willow Rd 10259 Vista Court I would like to submit on submission the

(4 properties) I would like to indicate on submission that are actual number of Lakeside properties that are
July 10, 2015
SAND MINING

Your opinion regarding whether Sand Mining should occur in the "Hot Zone" of El Monte Valley is requested. If enough responses are received that object, it will be forwarded to those in Government that will decide.

The "hot zone" is the 116 properties in what Helix Water stated as: "Sphere of Influence" during the Sewer to tap and Sand mining application. On one of their documents it stated, if your property was within 1000' of the Helix property for Sand Mining and Sewer to Tap, you were considered in the critical area. While discussing the project today, it was discovered that this current application only considers 300' as the "Sphere of Influence" aka Hot Zone. The planner agreed to request it be inclusive to 1000' to allow the proper numbers of properties to have a say, as in the Sewer to Tap/Sand Mining application.

This is referred to as Hot Zone because most of the 116 properties circumvent the Helix property and will be subject to everything negative brought out at the last meeting. If you did not attend, please know that the main concern is Health, Air quality, Noise, traffic, well water pollution, well water shortages like what happened when Barona over pumped their systems.

Other issues count, like horse trails and property values, however taking care of the above will allow better things to settle out at the conclusion.

Please indicate on this memo your position of support and mail it back to us ASAP so we can direct a clear, one track course for El Monte Valley property owners and residents as well as present the results at the next public hearing.

For Sand Mining
Against Sand Mining

Your name: Torry Rust
El Monte Valley property address: 15286 Willow Rd, Lakeside
E-mail: optional

Barry & Jackie Treacy
14775 El Monte Rd.
Lakeside Ca. 92040
July 10, 2015
SAND MINING

Your opinion regarding whether Sand Mining should occur in the "Hot Zone" of El Monte Valley is requested. If enough responses are received that object, it will be forwarded to those in Government that will decide.

The "hot zone" is the 116 properties in what Helix Water stated as: "Sphere of Influence" during the Sewer to tap and Sand mining application. On one of their documents it stated, if your property was within 1000' of the Helix property for Sand Mining and Sewer to Tap, you were considered in the critical area. While discussing the project today, it was discovered that this current application only considers 300' as the "Sphere of Influence" aka Hot Zone. The planner agreed to request it be inclusive to 1000' to allow the proper numbers of properties to have a say, as in the Sewer to Tap/Sand Mining application.

This is referred to as Hot Zone because most of the 116 properties circumvent the Helix property and will be subject to everything negative brought out at the last meeting. If you did not attend, please know that the main concern is Health, Air quality, Noise, traffic, well water pollution, well water shortages like what happened when Barona over pumped their systems.

Other issues count, like horse trails and property values, however taking care of the above will allow better things to settle out at the conclusion.

Please indicate on this memo your position of support and mail it back to us ASAP so we can direct a clear, one track course for El Monte Valley property owners and residents as well as present the results at the next public hearing.

For Sand Mining  Against Sand Mining  

Your name  Jerry & Barbara Rust  
El Monte Valley property address  1433 Le Willow Rd.  
E-mail  Jerry@jandbDemo.com  

Barry & Jackie Treahy  
14775 El Monte Rd.  
Lakeside Ca. 92040
July 10, 2015

SAND MINING

Your opinion regarding whether Sand Mining should occur in the "Hot Zone" of El Monte Valley is requested. If enough responses are received that object, it will be forwarded to those in Government that will decide.

The "hot zone" is the 116 properties + in what Helix Water stated as: "Sphere of Influence" during the Sewer to tap and Sand mining application. On one of their documents it stated, if your property was within 1000' of the Helix property for Sand Mining and Sewer to Tap, you were considered in the critical area. While discussing the project today, it was discovered that this current application only considers 300' as the "Sphere of Influence" aka Hot Zone. The planner agreed to request it be inclusive to 1000' to allow the proper numbers of properties to have a say, as in the Sewer to Tap/Sand Mining application.

This is referred to as Hot Zone because most of the 116 properties circumvent the Helix property and will be subject to everything negative brought out at the last meeting. If you did not attend, please know that the main concern is Health, Air quality, Noise, traffic, well water pollution, well water shortages like what happened when Barona over pumped their systems.

Other issues count, like horse trails and property values, however taking care of the above will allow better things to settle out at the conclusion.

Please indicate on this memo your position of support and mail it back to us ASAP so we can direct a clear, one track course for El Monte Valley property owners and residents as well as present the results at the next public hearing.

For Sand Mining
Against Sand Mining

Your name: ANDREW & BRANDY SORBIE
El Monte Valley property address: 15476 EL MONTE RD, LAKESIDE
E-mail: ABSORBIE@AOL.COM (optional)

Barry & Jackie Treacy
14775 El Monte Rd.
Lakeside Ca. 92030
July 10, 2015
SAND MINING

Your opinion regarding whether Sand Mining should occur in the "Hot Zone" of El Monte Valley is requested. If enough responses are received that object, it will be forwarded to those in Government that will decide.

The "hot zone" is the 116 properties +~ in what Helix Water stated as: "Sphere of Influence" during the Sewer to tap and Sand mining application. On one of their documents it stated, if your property was within 1000' of the Helix property for Sand Mining and Sewer to Tap, you were considered in the critical area. While discussing the project today, it was discovered that this current application only considers 300' as the "Sphere of Influence" aka Hot Zone. The planner agreed to request it be inclusive to 1000' to allow the proper numbers of properties to have a say, as in the Sewer to Tap/Sand Mining application.

This is referred to as Hot Zone because most of the 116 properties circumvent the Helix property and will be subject to everything negative brought out at the last meeting. If you did not attend, please know that the main concern is Health, Air quality, Noise, traffic, well water pollution, well water shortages like what happened when Barona over pumped their systems.

Other issues count, like horse trails and property values, however taking care of the above will allow better things to settle out at the conclusion.

Please indicate on this memo your position of support and mail it back to us ASAP so we can direct a clear, one track course for El Monte Valley property owners and residents as well as present the results at the next public hearing.

For Sand Mining ________________ Against Sand Mining X

Your name ____________________________

Your address 14774 Willow Road, Lakeside 92030

E-mail holbrookRach165(m)msn.com optional

Barry & Jackie Treacy
14775 El Monte Rd.
Lakeside Ca. 92040
Your opinion regarding whether Sand Mining should occur in the "Hot Zone" of El Monte Valley is requested. If enough responses are received that object, it will be forwarded to those in Government that will decide.

The "hot zone" is the 116 properties + in what Helix Water stated as: "Sphere of Influence" during the Sewer to Tap and Sand mining application. On one of their documents it stated, if your property was within 1000' of the Helix property for Sand Mining and Sewer to Tap, you were considered in the critical area. While discussing the project today, it was discovered that this current application only considers 300' as the "Sphere of Influence" aka Hot Zone. The planner agreed to request it be inclusive to 1000' to allow the proper numbers of properties to have a say, as in the Sewer to Tap/Sand Mining application.

This is referred to as Hot Zone because most of the 116 properties circumvent the Helix property and will be subject to everything negative brought out at the last meeting. If you did not attend, please know that the main concern is Health, Air quality, Noise, traffic, well water pollution, well water shortages like what happened when Barona over pumped their systems.

Other issues count, like horse trails and property values, however taking care of the above will allow better things to settle out at the conclusion.

Please indicate on this memo your position of support and mail it back to us ASAP so we can direct a clear, one track course for El Monte Valley property owners and residents as well as present the results at the next public hearing.

For Sand Mining ____________ Against Sand Mining ____________

Your name ________________

El Monte Valley property address ________________

E-mail ________________

Barry & Jackie Treahy
14775 El Monte Rd.
Lakeside Ca. 92040
July 10, 2015
SAND MINING

Your opinion regarding whether Sand Mining should occur in the "Hot Zone" of El Monte Valley is requested. If enough responses are received that object, it will be forwarded to those in Government that will decide.

The "hot zone" is the 116 properties +/- in what Helix Water stated as: "Sphere of Influence" during the Sewer to tap and Sand mining application. On one of their documents it stated, if your property was within 1000' of the Helix property for Sand Mining and Sewer to Tap, you were considered in the critical area. While discussing the project today, it was discovered that this current application only considers 300' as the "Sphere of Influence" aka Hot Zone. The planner agreed to request it be inclusive to 1000' to allow the proper numbers of properties to have a say, as in the Sewer to Tap/Sand Mining application.

This is referred to as Hot Zone because most of the 116 properties circumvent the Helix property and will be subject to everything negative brought out at the last meeting. If you did not attend, please know that the main concern is Health, Air quality, Noise, traffic, well water pollution, well water shortages like what happened when Barona over pumped their systems.

Other issues count, like horse trails and property values, however taking care of the above will allow better things to settle out at the conclusion.

Please indicate on this memo your position of support and mail it back to us ASAP so we can direct a clear, one track course for El Monte Valley property owners and residents as well as present the results at the next public hearing.

For Sand Mining ___________________ Against Sand Mining X

Your name STEVEN M GORDON

Your address 15380 PARA VIEW DR LAKESIDE 92040

E-mail SMGORDON 777@YAHOO.COM optional

Barry & Jackie Treaty
14775 El Monte Rd.
Lakeside Ca. 92040

11 28 7 MARJORIE CYN
July 10, 2015
SAND MINING

Your opinion regarding whether Sand Mining should occur in the "Hot Zone" of El Monte Valley is requested. If enough responses are received that object, it will be forwarded to those in Government that will decide.

The "hot zone" is the 116 properties +- in what Helix Water stated as: "Sphere of Influence" during the Sewer to tap and Sand mining application. On one of their documents it stated, if your property was within 1000' of the Helix property for Sand Mining and Sewer to Tap, you were considered in the critical area. While discussing the project today, it was discovered that this current application only considers 300' as the "Sphere of Influence" aka Hot Zone. The planner agreed to request it be inclusive to 1000' to allow the proper numbers of properties to have a say, as in the Sewer to Tap/Sand Mining application.

This is referred to as Hot Zone because most of the 116 properties circumvent the Helix property and will be subject to everything negative brought out at the last meeting. If you did not attend, please know that the main concern is Health, Air quality, Noise, traffic, well water pollution, well water shortages like what happened when Barona over pumped their systems.

Other issues count, like horse trails and property values, however taking care of the above will allow better things to settle out at the conclusion.

Please indicate on this memo your position of support and mail it back to us ASAP so we can direct a clear, one track course for El Monte Valley property owners and residents as well as present the results at the next public hearing.

For Sand Mining ________ Against Sand Mining ________

Very strongly Against

Your name Max Wilcox, Jessica Wilcox, Danielle Wilcox, & un born Sibling
Your address 15460 El Monte Rd
E-mail ____________________________ optional

Barry & Jackie Treahey
14775 El Monte Rd.
Lakeside Ca. 92040
July 10, 2015
SAND MINING

Your opinion regarding whether Sand Mining should occur in the "Hot Zone" of El Monte Valley is requested. If enough responses are received that object, it will be forwarded to those in Government that will decide.

The "hot zone" is the 116 properties ~ in what Helix Water stated as: "Sphere of Influence" during the Sewer to tap and Sand mining application. On one of their documents it stated, if your property was within 1000' of the Helix property for Sand Mining and Sewer to Tap, you were considered in the critical area. While discussing the project today, it was discovered that this current application only considers 300' as the "Sphere of Influence" aka Hot Zone. The planner agreed to request it be inclusive to 1000' to allow the proper numbers of properties to have a say, as in the Sewer to Tap/Sand Mining application.

This is referred to as Hot Zone because most of the 116 properties circumvent the Helix property and will be subject to everything negative brought out at the last meeting. If you did not attend, please know that the main concern is Health, Air quality, Noise, traffic, well water pollution, well water shortages like what happened when Barona over pumped their systems.

Other issues count, like horse trails and property values, however taking care of the above will allow better things to settle out at the conclusion.

Please indicate on this memo your position of support and mail it back to us ASAP so we can direct a clear, one track course for El Monte Valley property owners and residents as well as present the results at the next public hearing.

For Sand Mining ___________________ Against Sand Mining __________

Your name MILTON AND LAURA CYPHERT
Your address 15422 EL MONTE RD. LAKESIDE, CA. 92040
E-mail _______________________________ optional

THANK YOU!

Barry & Jackie Treahey
14775 El Monte Rd.
Lakeside Ca. 92040
July 10, 2015
SAND MINING

Your opinion regarding whether Sand Mining should occur in the "Hot Zone" of El Monte Valley is requested. If enough responses are received that object, it will be forwarded to those in Government that will decide.

The "hot zone" is the 116 properties in what Helix Water stated as: "Sphere of Influence" during the Sewer to tap and Sand mining application. On one of their documents it stated, if your property was within 1000' of the Helix property for Sand Mining and Sewer to Tap, you were considered in the critical area. While discussing the project today, it was discovered that this current application only considers 300' as the "Sphere of Influence" aka Hot Zone. The planner agreed to request it be inclusive to 1000' to allow the proper numbers of properties to have a say, as in the Sewer to Tap/Sand Mining application.

This is referred to as Hot Zone because most of the 116 properties circumvent the Helix property and will be subject to everything negative brought out at the last meeting. If you did not attend, please know that the main concern is Health, Air quality, Noise, traffic, well water pollution, well water shortages like what happened when Barona over pumped their systems.

Other issues count, like horse trails and property values, however taking care of the above will allow better things to settle out at the conclusion.

Please indicate on this memo your position of support and mail it back to us ASAP so we can direct a clear, one track course for El Monte Valley property owners and residents as well as present the results at the next public hearing.

For Sand Mining AGAINST Against Sand Mining XXX

Your name Ronald W. Shea

Your address 11294 Marguerite Cyn Rd.

E-mail Don W Shea@aol.com optional

Barry & Jackie Treahy
14775 El Monte Rd.
Lakeside Ca. 92040
July 10, 2015
SAND MINING

Your opinion regarding whether Sand Mining should occur in the "Hot Zone" of El Monte Valley is requested. If enough responses are received that object, it will be forwarded to those in Government that will decide.

The "hot zone" is the 116 properties in what Helix Water stated as: "Sphere of Influence" during the Sewer to tap and Sand mining application. On one of their documents it stated, if your property was within 1000' of the Helix property for Sand Mining and Sewer to Tap, you were considered in the critical area. While discussing the project today, it was discovered that this current application only considers 300' as the "Sphere of Influence" aka Hot Zone. The planner agreed to request it be inclusive to 1000' to allow the proper numbers of properties to have a say, as in the Sewer to Tap/Sand Mining application.

This is referred to as Hot Zone because most of the 116 properties circumvent the Helix property and will be subject to everything negative brought out at the last meeting. If you did not attend, please know that the main concern is Health, Air quality, Noise, traffic, well water pollution, well water shortages like what happened when Barona over pumped their systems.

Other issues count, like horse trails and property values, however taking care of the above will allow better things to settle out at the conclusion.

Please indicate on this memo your position of support and mail it back to us ASAP so we can direct a clear, one track course for El Monte Valley property owners and residents as well as present the results at the next public hearing.

For Sand Mining ________________ Against Sand Mining X

Your name Ann Marie Hake

Your address 3120 Willow Rd

E-mail hakeam@ymail.com optional

Barry & Jackie Treaty
14775 El Monte Rd.
Lakeside Ca. 92040
our opinion regarding whether Sand Mining should occur in the "Hot Zone" of El Monte Valley is requested. If enough responses are received that object, it will be forwarded to those in Government that will decide.

The "hot zone" is the 116 properties +- in what Helix Water stated as: "Sphere of influence" during the Sewer to tap and Sand mining application. On one of their documents it stated, if your property was within 1000' of the Helix property for Sand Mining and Sewer to Tap, you were considered in the critical area. While discussing the project today, it was discovered that this current application only considers 300' as the "Sphere of Influence" aka Hot Zone. The planner agreed to request it be inclusive to 1000' to allow the proper numbers of properties to have a say, as in the Sewer to tap/Sand Mining application.

This is referred to as Hot Zone because most of the 116 properties circumvent the Helix property and will be subject to everything negative brought out at the last meeting. If you did not attend, please know that the main concern is Health, Air quality, Noise, traffic, well water pollution, well water shortages like what happened when Barona over pumped their systems.

Other issues count, like horse trails and property values, however taking care of the above will allow better things to settle out at the conclusion.

Please indicate on this memo your position of support and mail it back to us ASAP so we can direct a clear, one track course for El Monte Valley property owners and residents as well as present the results at the next public hearing.

For Sand Mining ____________ Against Sand Mining ____________

Your name ____________

Your address ____________

Your mail ____________ optional
July 10, 2015
SAND MINING

Your opinion regarding whether Sand Mining should occur in the "Hot Zone" of El Monte Valley is requested. If enough responses are received that object, it will be forwarded to those in Government that will decide.

The "hot zone" is the 116 properties in what Helix Water stated as: "Sphere of Influence" during the Sewer to tap and Sand mining application. On one of their documents it stated, if your property was within 1000' of the Helix property for Sand Mining and Sewer to Tap, you were considered in the critical area. While discussing the project today, it was discovered that this current application only considers 300' as the "Sphere of Influence" aka Hot Zone. The planner agreed to request it be inclusive to 1000' to allow the proper numbers of properties to have a say, as in the Sewer to Tap/Sand Mining application.

This is referred to as Hot Zone because most of the 116 properties circumvent the Helix property and will be subject to everything negative brought out at the last meeting. If you did not attend, please know that the main concern is Health, Air quality, Noise, traffic, well water pollution, well water shortages like what happened when Barona over pumped their systems.

Other issues count, like horse trails and property values, however taking care of the above will allow better things to settle out at the conclusion.

Please indicate on this memo your position of support and mail it back to us ASAP so we can direct a clear, one track course for El Monte Valley property owners and residents as well as present the results at the next public hearing.

For Sand Mining __________________  Against Sand Mining X

Your name Jeanette Broaten & Eric Brothard

Your address 15470 El Monte Rd

E-mail Jbroaten3@gmail.com optional

Barry & Jackie Treuhy
14775 El Monte Rd.
Lakeside Ca. 92040
July 10, 2015
SAND MINING

Your opinion regarding whether Sand Mining should occur in the "Hot Zone" of El Monte Valley is requested. If enough responses are received that object, it will be forwarded to those in Government that will decide.

The "hot zone" is the 116 properties +/- what Helix Water stated as: "Sphere of Influence" during the Sewer to Tap and Sand mining application. On one of their documents it stated, if your property was within 1000' of the Helix property for Sand Mining and Sewer to Tap, you were considered in the critical area. While discussing the project today, it was discovered that this current application only considers 300' as the "Sphere of Influence" aka Hot Zone. The planner agreed to request it be inclusive to 1000' to allow the proper numbers of properties to have a say, as in the Sewer to Tap/Sand Mining application.

This is referred to as Hot Zone because most of the 116 properties circumvent the Helix property and will be subject to everything negative brought out at the last meeting. If you did not attend, please know that the main concern is Health, Air quality, Noise, traffic, well water pollution, well water shortages like what happened when Barona over pumped their systems.

Other issues count, like horse trails and property values, however taking care of the above will allow better things to settle out at the conclusion.

Please indicate on this memo your position of support and mail it back to us ASAP so we can direct a clear, one track course for El Monte Valley property owners and residents as well as present the results at the next public hearing.

For Sand Mining ___________________ Against Sand Mining ___________________

Your name ________________________
Joseph F. Morgan Jr.

Your address ________________________
15426-15428 & 15482 El Monte Rd

E-mail ____________________________
JodyMorgan@Earthlink.net (optional)

Barry & Jackie Treahy
14775 El Monte Rd.
Lakeside Ca. 92040
July 10, 2015

SAND MINING

Your opinion regarding whether Sand Mining should occur in the "Hot Zone" of El Monte Valley is requested. If enough responses are received that object, it will be forwarded to those in Government that will decide.

The "hot zone" is the 116 properties in what Helix Water stated as: "Sphere of Influence" during the Sewer to tap and Sand mining application. On one of their documents it stated, if your property was within 1000' of the Helix property for Sand Mining and Sewer to Tap, you were considered in the critical area. While discussing the project today, it was discovered that this current application only considers 300' as the "Sphere of Influence" aka Hot Zone. The planner agreed to request it be inclusive to 1000' to allow the proper numbers of properties to have a say, as in the Sewer to Tap/Sand Mining application.

This is referred to as Hot Zone because most of the 116 properties circumvent the Helix property and will be subject to everything negative brought out at the last meeting. If you did not attend, please know that the main concern is Health, Air quality, Noise, traffic, well water pollution, well water shortages like what happened when Barona over pumped their systems.

Other issues count, like horse trails and property values, however taking care of the above will allow better things to settle out at the conclusion.

Please indicate on this memo your position of support and mail it back to us ASAP so we can direct a clear, one track course for El Monte Valley property owners and residents as well as present the results at the next public hearing.

For Sand Mining Against Sand Mining

Your name: BOB & carol WELLS

Your address: 13220 WILLOW Rd LINDO 92041

E-mail: optional

Barry & Jackie Treahy
14775 El Monte Rd.
Lakeside Ca. 92040
July 10, 2015
SAND MINING

Your opinion regarding whether Sand Mining should occur in the "Hot Zone" of El Monte Valley is requested. If enough responses are received that object, it will be forwarded to those in Government that will decide.

The "hot zone" is the 116 properties in what Helix Water stated as: "Sphere of Influence" during the Sewer to tap and Sand mining application. On one of their documents it stated, if your property was within 1000' of the Helix property for Sand Mining and Sewer to Tap, you were considered in the critical area. While discussing the project today, it was discovered that this current application only considers 300' as the "Sphere of Influence" aka Hot Zone. The planner agreed to request it be inclusive to 1000' to allow the proper numbers of properties to have a say, as in the Sewer to Tap/Sand Mining application.

This is referred to as Hot Zone because most of the 116 properties circumvent the Helix property and will be subject to everything negative brought out at the last meeting. If you did not attend, please know that the main concern is Health, Air quality, Noise, traffic, well water pollution, well water shortages like what happened when Barona over pumped their systems.

Other issues count, like horse trails and property values, however taking care of the above will allow better things to settle out at the conclusion.

Please indicate on this memo your position of support and mail it back to us ASAP so we can direct a clear, one track course for El Monte Valley property owners and residents as well as present the results at the next public hearing.

For Sand Mining ___________________ Against Sand Mining ✓

Your name Clark & Karen Walker & Justin Carve

Your address 14767 El Monte Rd. Lakeside, CA

E-mail __________________________ optional

Barry & Jackie Treahy
14775 El Monte Rd.
Lakeside Ca. 92040
July 10, 20
SAND MINI

POSSIBLE ALTERNATIVES:

× GET BARON INVOLVED: IT WASTHEIR TRIBAL LAND (ARTIFACTS: CORN)  
× EPA (MOUNTAIN FEVER)  
× ENDANGERED SPECIES HABITAT  
× Bury the LAND (UNAVAILBLE FLOODPLAIN)  
× HELIX DONATES LAND TO STATE, COUNTRY, OR FED. AS PARK/PROTECTED AREA FOR TAX WRITE-OFF  
× Buy the LEASE FROM CURRENT HOLDER  
× Buy Nature Conservancy/Defenders  
× Try Nature Conservancy (Defenders)  

WE MAY HAVE BETTER LUCK IF WE WORK TOGETHER. I SEE REFORM FOR BEING CONSIDERED  
WITH THAT WIRE, WE HAVE TO STOP THIS BEFORE IT'S TOO LATE  

God Bless America!

Your opinion regarding whether Sand Mining Monte Valley is requested. If enough response forwarded to those in Government that will do.

The "hot zone" is the - 116 properties + in what Influence" during the Sewer to tap and Sand m documents it stated, if your property was with Mining and Sewer to Tap, you were considered project today, it was discovered that this current "Sphere of Influence" aka Hot Zone. The plan 1000' to allow the proper numbers of proper Tap/Sand Mining application.

This is referred to as Hot Zone because most of property and will be subject to everything negative did not attend, please know that the main concern for water pollution, well water shortages like their systems.

Other issues count, like horse trails and proper above will allow better things to settle out at the

Please indicate on this memo your position of support and mail it back to us ASAP so we can direct a clear, one track course for El Monte Valley property owners and residents as well as present the results at the next public hearing.

For Sand Mining  
Against Sand Mining  

Your name JASON G. KROD / EMILIE L. KROD  
Your address 14796 WILLOW ROAD  
LAKESIDE, CA 92036-1938  

E-mail ___________________________ optional

Barry & Jackie Trealy  
14775 El Monte Rd.  
Lakeside Ca. 92040
July 10, 2015
SAND MINING

Your opinion regarding whether Sand Mining should occur in the "Hot Zone" of El Monte Valley is requested. If enough responses are received that object, it will be forwarded to those in Government that will decide.

The "hot zone" is the 116 properties +- in what Helix Water stated as: "Sphere of Influence" during the Sewer to tap and Sand mining application. On one of their documents it stated, if your property was within 1000' of the Helix property for Sand Mining and Sewer to Tap, you were considered in the critical area. While discussing the project today, it was discovered that this current application only considers 300' as the "Sphere of Influence" aka Hot Zone. The planner agreed to request it be inclusive to 1000' to allow the proper numbers of properties to have a say, as in the Sewer to Tap/Sand Mining application.

This is referred to as Hot Zone because most of the 116 properties circumvent the Helix property and will be subject to everything negative brought out at the last meeting. If you did not attend, please know that the main concern is Health, Air quality, Noise, traffic, well water pollution, well water shortages like what happened when Barona over pumped their systems.

Other issues count, like horse trails and property values, however taking care of the above will allow better things to settle out at the conclusion.

Please indicate on this memo your position of support and mail it back to us ASAP so we can direct a clear, one track course for El Monte Valley property owners and residents as well as present the results at the next public hearing.

For Sand Mining                         Against Sand Mining

Your name Thomas Dempsey, Victoria & Brady Dempsey
Your address 15418 El Monte Rd.
E-mail _______________________________ optional

Barry & Jackie Treahy
14775 El Monte Rd.
Lakeside Ca. 92040
July 10, 2015
SAND MINING

Your opinion regarding whether Sand Mining should occur in the "Hot Zone" of El Monte Valley is requested. If enough responses are received that object, it will be forwarded to those in Government that will decide.

The "hot zone" is the 116 properties ~ in what Helix Water stated as: "Sphere of Influence" during the Sewer to tap and Sand mining application. On one of their documents it stated, if your property was within 1000' of the Helix property for Sand Mining and Sewer to Tap, you were considered in the critical area. While discussing the project today, it was discovered that this current application only considers 300' as the "Sphere of Influence" aka Hot Zone. The planner agreed to request it be inclusive to 1000' to allow the proper numbers of properties to have a say, as in the Sewer to Tap/Sand Mining application.

This is referred to as Hot Zone because most of the 116 properties circumvent the Helix property and will be subject to everything negative brought out at the last meeting. If you did not attend, please know that the main concern is Health, Air quality, Noise, traffic, well water pollution, well water shortages like what happened when Barona over pumped their systems.

Other issues count, like horse trails and property values, however taking care of the above will allow better things to settle out at the conclusion.

Please indicate on this memo your position of support and mail it back to us ASAP so we can direct a clear, one track course for El Monte Valley property owners and residents as well as present the results at the next public hearing.

For Sand Mining  __________________________  Against Sand Mining  I

Your name  Cliff Wilson Jr.

Your address  Saddy Mountain Valley Rd.

E-mail  rockinw@G@ yahoo  optional

Barry & Jackie Treahy
14775 El Monte Rd.
Lakeside Ca. 92040
July 10, 2015
SAND MINING

Your opinion regarding whether Sand Mining should occur in the "Hot Zone" of El Monte Valley is requested. If enough responses are received that object, it will be forwarded to those in Government that will decide.

The "hot zone" is the 116 properties +- in what Helix Water stated as: "Sphere of Influence" during the Sewer to tap and Sand mining application. On one of their documents it stated, if your property was within 1000' of the Helix property for Sand Mining and Sewer to Tap, you were considered in the critical area. While discussing the project today, it was discovered that this current application only considers 300' as the "Sphere of Influence" aka Hot Zone. The planner agreed to request it be inclusive to 1000' to allow the proper numbers of properties to have a say, as in the Sewer to Tap/Sand Mining application.

This is referred to as Hot Zone because most of the 116 properties circumvent the Helix property and will be subject to everything negative brought out at the last meeting. If you did not attend, please know that the main concern is Health, Air quality, Noise, traffic, well water pollution, well water shortages like what happened when Barona over pumped their systems.

Other issues count, like horse trails and property values, however taking care of the above will allow better things to settle out at the conclusion.

Please indicate on this memo your position of support and mail it back to us ASAP so we can direct a clear, one track course for El Monte Valley property owners and residents as well as present the results at the next public hearing.

For Sand Mining [ ] Against Sand Mining [X]

Your name: August & Debra Vidovich
Your address: 15784 Miss Ellie Lane
E-mail: auggievidovichconstruction.com [optional]

Barry & Jackie Treahy
14775 El Monte Rd.
Lakeside Ca. 92040
Your opinion regarding whether Sand Mining should occur in the "Hot Zone" of El Monte Valley is requested. If enough responses are received that object, it will be forwarded to those in Government that will decide.

The "hot zone" is the 116 properties +- in what Helix Water stated as: "Sphere of Influence" during the Sewer to tap and Sand mining application. On one of their documents it stated, if your property was within 1000' of the Helix property for Sand Mining and Sewer to Tap, you were considered in the critical area. While discussing the project today, it was discovered that this current application only considers 300' as the "Sphere of Influence" aka Hot Zone. The planner agreed to request it be inclusive to 1000' to allow the proper numbers of properties to have a say, as in the Sewer to Tap/Sand Mining application.

This is referred to as Hot Zone because most of the 116 properties circumvent the Helix property and will be subject to everything negative brought out at the last meeting. If you did not attend, please know that the main concern is Health, Air quality, Noise, Traffic, well water pollution, well water shortages like what happened when Barona over pumped their systems.

Other issues count, like horse trails and property values, however taking care of the above will allow better things to settle out at the conclusion.

Please indicate on this memo your position of support and mail it back to us ASAP so we can direct a clear, one track course for El Monte Valley property owners and residents as well as present the results at the next public hearing.

For Sand Mining  NO  Against Sand Mining  YES

Your name  BOB MCCUNE  HASZMER MILLER

Your address  13372 BLUE STONE DR LAKESIDE

E-mail  BOB01NK0PAH.COM  optional

Barry & Jackie Treathy
14775 El Monte Rd.
Lakeside Ca. 92040
July 10, 2015
SAND MINING

Your opinion regarding whether Sand Mining should occur in the "Hot Zone" of El Monte Valley is requested. If enough responses are received that object, it will be forwarded to those in Government that will decide.

The "hot zone" is the 116 properties +- in what Helix Water stated as: "Sphere of Influence" during the Sewer to tap and Sand mining application. On one of their documents it stated, if your property was within 1000' of the Helix property for Sand Mining and Sewer to Tap, you were considered in the critical area. While discussing the project today, it was discovered that this current application only considers 300' as the "Sphere of Influence" aka Hot Zone. The planner agreed to request it be inclusive to 1000' to allow the proper numbers of properties to have a say, as in the Sewer to Tap/Sand Mining application.

This is referred to as Hot Zone because most of the 116 properties circumvent the Helix property and will be subject to everything negative brought out at the last meeting. If you did not attend, please know that the main concern is Health, Air quality, Noise, traffic, well water pollution, well water shortages like what happened when Barona over pumped their systems.

Other issues count, like horse trails and property values, however taking care of the above will allow better things to settle out at the conclusion.

Please indicate on this memo your position of support and mail it back to us ASAP so we can direct a clear, one track course for El Monte Valley property owners and residents as well as present the results at the next public hearing.

For Sand Mining
Against Sand Mining

Your name: Esther
Your address: 13147 Yellow Rose Rd. Lakeside, Ca. 92036
E-mail: optional

SAND MINING

Barry & Jackie Treahy
14775 El Monte Rd.
Lakeside Ca. 92040
July 10, 2015
SAND MINING

Your opinion regarding whether Sand Mining should occur in the "Hot Zone" of El Monte Valley is requested. If enough responses are received that object, it will be forwarded to those in Government that will decide.

The "hot zone" is the 116 properties +- in what Helix Water stated as: "Sphere of Influence" during the Sewer to tap and Sand mining application. On one of their documents it stated, if your property was within 1000' of the Helix property for Sand Mining and Sewer to Tap, you were considered in the critical area. While discussing the project today, it was discovered that this current application only considers 300' as the "Sphere of Influence" aka Hot Zone. The planner agreed to request it be inclusive to 1000' to allow the proper numbers of properties to have a say, as in the Sewer to Tap/Sand Mining application.

This is referred to as Hot Zone because most of the 116 properties circumvent the Helix property and will be subject to everything negative brought out at the last meeting. If you did not attend, please know that the main concern is Health, Air quality, Noise, traffic, well water pollution, well water shortages like what happened when Barona over pumped their systems.

Other issues count, like horse trails and property values, however taking care of the above will allow better things to settle out at the conclusion.

Please indicate on this memo your position of support and mail it back to us ASAP so we can direct a clear, one track course for El Monte Valley property owners and residents as well as present the results at the next public hearing.

For Sand Mining  __________  Against Sand Mining  X

Your name  JASON & DEBRA PARKER

Your address  13702 WILLOW RD.

E-mail  J124802@YAHOO.COM  optional

Barry & Jackie Treahy
14775 El Monte Rd.
Lakeside Ca. 92040
July 10, 2015
SAND MINING

Your opinion regarding whether Sand Mining should occur in the "Hot Zone" of El Monte Valley is requested. If enough responses are received that object, it will be forwarded to those in Government that will decide.

The "hot zone" is the 116 properties in what Helix Water stated as: "Sphere of Influence" during the Sewer to tap and Sand mining application. On one of their documents it stated, if your property was within 1000' of the Helix property for Sand Mining and Sewer to Tap, you were considered in the critical area. While discussing the project today, it was discovered that this current application only considers 300' as the "Sphere of Influence" aka Hot Zone. The planner agreed to request it be inclusive to 1000' to allow the proper numbers of properties to have a say, as in the Sewer to Tap/Sand Mining application.

This is referred to as Hot Zone because most of the 116 properties circumvent the Helix property and will be subject to everything negative brought out at the last meeting. If you did not attend, please know that the main concern is Health, Air quality, Noise, traffic, well water pollution, well water shortages like what happened when Barona over pumped their systems.

Other issues count, like horse trails and property values, however taking care of the above will allow better things to settle out at the conclusion.

Please indicate on this memo your position of support and mail it back to us ASAP so we can direct a clear, one track course for El Monte Valley property owners and residents as well as present the results at the next public hearing.

For Sand Mining Against Sand Mining

Your name Elizabeth How, Robin & Larry Paul
Your address 14512 Willow Road, Lakeside
E-mail elizabeth.know@att.net
optional
robinpaul@neither.com

Barry & Jackie Treaty
14775 El Monte Rd.
Lakeside Ca. 92040
Your opinion regarding whether Sand Mining should occur in the "Hot Zone" of El Monte Valley is requested. If enough responses are received that object, it will be forwarded to those in Government that will decide.

The "hot zone" is the 116 properties ~ in what Helix Water stated as: "Sphere of Influence" during the Sewer to tap and Sand mining application. On one of their documents it states, if your property was within 1000' of the Helix property for Sand Mining and Sewer to Tap, you were considered in the critical area. While discussing the project today, it was discovered that this current application only considers 300' as the "Sphere of Influence" aka Hot-Zone. The planner agreed to request it be inclusive to 1000' to allow the proper numbers of properties to have a say, as in the Sewer to Tap/Sand Mining application.

This is referred to as Hot Zone because most of the 116 properties circumvent the Helix property and will be subject to everything negative brought out at the last meeting. If you did not attend, please know that the main concern is Health, Air quality, Noise, traffic, well water pollution, well water shortages like what happened when Barona over pumped their systems.

Other issues count, like horse trails and property values, however taking care of the above will allow better things to settle out at the conclusion.

Please indicate on this memo your position of support and mail it back to us ASAP so we can direct a clear, one track course for El Monte Valley property owners and residents as well as present the results at the next public hearing.

For Sand Mining ___________________ Against Sand Mining X STRONGLY

Your name THOMAS COOPER

Your address 14003 EL MONTE ROAD

E-mail 86350X@ATT.NET __________ optional

Barry & Jackie Treahy
14775 El Monte Rd.
Lakeside Ca, 92040
Your opinion regarding whether Sand Mining should occur in the "Hot Zone" of El Monte Valley is requested. If enough responses are received that object, it will be forwarded to those in Government that will decide.

The "hot zone" is the 116 properties ± in what Helix Water stated as: "Sphere of Influence" during the Sewer to tap and Sand mining application. On one of their documents it stated, if your property was within 1000' of the Helix property for Sand Mining and Sewer to Tap, you were considered in the critical area. While discussing the project today, it was discovered that this current application only considers 300' as the "Sphere of Influence" aka Hot Zone. The planner agreed to request it be inclusive to 1000' to allow the proper numbers of properties to have a say, as in the Sewer to Tap/Sand Mining application.

This is referred to as Hot Zone because most of the 116 properties circumvent the Helix property and will be subject to everything negative brought out at the last meeting. If you did not attend, please know that the main concern is Health, Air quality, Noise, traffic, well water pollution, well water shortages like what happened when Barona over pumped their systems.

Other issues count, like horse trails and property values, however taking care of the above will allow better things to settle out at the conclusion.

Please indicate on this memo your position of support and mail it back to us ASAP so we can direct a clear, one track course for El Monte Valley property owners and residents as well as present the results at the next public hearing.

For Sand Mining ____________________  Against Sand Mining  

Your name  monica.hinrichtsen  

Your address  13332 Willow Rd.  

E-mail monica.hinrichtsen@yahoo.com  optional  

Barry & Jackie Treahy  
14775 El Monte Rd.  
Lakeside Ca. 92030
July 10, 2015
SAND MINING

Your opinion regarding whether Sand Mining should occur in the "Hot Zone" of El Monte Valley is requested. If enough responses are received that object, it will be forwarded to those in Government that will decide.

The "hot zone" is the 116 properties in what Helix Water stated as: "Sphere of Influence" during the Sewer to tap and Sand mining application. On one of their documents it stated, if your property was within 1000' of the Helix property for Sand Mining and Sewer to Tap, you were considered in the critical area. While discussing the project today, it was discovered that this current application only considers 300' as the "Sphere of Influence" aka Hot Zone. The planner agreed to request it be inclusive to 1000' to allow the proper numbers of properties to have a say, as in the Sewer to Tap/Sand Mining application.

This is referred to as Hot Zone because most of the 116 properties circumvent the Helix property and will be subject to everything negative brought out at the last meeting. If you did not attend, please know that the main concern is Health, Air quality, Noise, traffic, well water pollution, well water shortages like what happened when Barona over pumped their systems.

Other issues count, like horse trails and property values, however taking care of the above will allow better things to settle out at the conclusion.

Please indicate on this memo your position of support and mail it back to us ASAP so we can direct a clear, one track course for El Monte Valley property owners and residents as well as present the results at the next public hearing.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For Sand Mining</th>
<th>Against Sand Mining</th>
<th>Definitely</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Your name</td>
<td>ERRY SLOAN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Your address</td>
<td>14316 WILLOW HILL</td>
<td>(Since 1972)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-mail</td>
<td>ERRYS14316 @ GMAIL.COM</td>
<td>optional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contact #</td>
<td>(619) - 561-4593</td>
<td>Cell #</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Barry & Jackie Treahy
14775 El Monte Rd.
Lakeside Ca. 92040
July 10, 2015
SAND MINING

Your opinion regarding whether Sand Mining should occur in the "Hot Zone" of El Monte Valley is requested. If enough responses are received that object, it will be forwarded to those in Government that will decide.

The "hot zone" is the 116 properties +/- in what Helix Water stated as: "Sphere of Influence" during the Sewer to tap and Sand mining application. On one of their documents it stated, if your property was within 1000' of the Helix property for Sand Mining and Sewer to Tap, you were considered in the critical area. While discussing the project today, it was discovered that this current application only considers 300' as the "Sphere of Influence" aka Hot Zone. The planner agreed to request it be inclusive to 1000' to allow the proper numbers of properties to have a say, as in the Sewer to Tap/Sand Mining application.

This is referred to as Hot Zone because most of the 116 properties circumvent the Helix property and will be subject to everything negative brought out at the last meeting. If you did not attend, please know that the main concern is Health, Air quality, Noise, traffic, well water pollution, well water shortages like what happened when Barona over pumped their systems.

Other issues count, like horse trails and property values, however taking care of the above will allow better things to settle out at the conclusion.

Please indicate on this memo your position of support and mail it back to us ASAP so we can direct a clear, one track course for El Monte Valley property owners and residents as well as present the results at the next public hearing.

For Sand Mining  
Against Sand Mining  X

Your name  Clyde Story

Your address  14775 El Monte Rd

E-mail butch_story@yahoo.com optional

Barry & Jackie Treahy
14775 El Monte Rd.
Lakeside Ca. 92036
Your opinion regarding whether Sand Mining should occur in the "Hot Zone" of El Monte Valley is requested. If enough responses are received that object, it will be forwarded to those in Government that will decide.

The "hot zone" is the 116 properties +- in what Helix Water stated as: "Sphere of Influence" during the Sewer to tap and Sand mining application. On one of their documents it stated, if your property was within 1000' of the Helix property for Sand Mining and Sewer to Tap, you were considered in the critical area. While discussing the project today, it was discovered that this current application only considers 300' as the "Sphere of Influence" aka Hot Zone. The planner agreed to request it be inclusive to 1000' to allow the proper numbers of properties to have a say, as in the Sewer to Tap/Sand Mining application.

This is referred to as Hot Zone because most of the 116 properties circumvent the Helix property and will be subject to everything negative brought out at the last meeting. If you did not attend, please know that the main concern is Health, Air quality, Noise, traffic, well water pollution, well water shortages like what happened when Barona over pumped their systems.

Other issues count, like horse trails and property values, however taking care of the above will allow better things to settle out at the conclusion.

Please indicate on this memo your position of support and mail it back to us ASAP so we can direct a clear, one track course for El Monte Valley property owners and residents as well as present the results at the next public hearing.

For Sand Mining ____________________ Against Sand Mining __________

Your name ________________________ Your address ___________________________

E-mail ____________________________

Barry & Jackie Trehay
14775 El Monte Rd.
Lakeside Ca. 92040
Your opinion regarding whether Sand Mining should occur in the "Hot Zone" of El Monte Valley is requested. If enough responses are received that object, it will be forwarded to those in Government that will decide.

The "hot zone" is the 116 properties + in what Helix Water stated as: "Sphere of Influence" during the Sewer to tap and Sand mining application. On one of their documents it stated, if your property was within 1000' of the Helix property for Sand Mining and Sewer to Tap, you were considered in the critical area. While discussing the project today, it was discovered that this current application only considers 300' as the "Sphere of Influence" aka Hot Zone. The planner agreed to request it be inclusive to 1000' to allow the proper numbers of properties to have a say, as in the Sewer to Tap/Sand Mining application.

This is referred to as Hot Zone because most of the 116 properties circumvent the Helix property and will be subject to everything negative brought out at the last meeting. If you did not attend, please know that the main concern is Health, Air quality, Noise, traffic, well water pollution, well water shortages like what happened when Barona over pumped their systems.

Other issues count, like horse trails and property values, however taking care of the above will allow better things to settle out at the conclusion.

Please indicate on this memo your position of support and mail it back to us ASAP so we can direct a clear, one track course for El Monte Valley property owners and residents as well as present the results at the next public hearing.

For Sand Mining       Against Sand Mining

Your name       DAVID + ANNE-THERESA IVESON

Your address  15601 Mountain Valley Pl, 92040

E-mail  AT IVESON @ EARTHLINK.NET optional

Barry & Jackie Treacy
14775 El Monte Rd.
Lakeside Ca. 92040
July 10, 2015
SAND MINING

Your opinion regarding whether Sand Mining should occur in the "Hot Zone" of El Monte Valley is requested. If enough responses are received that object, it will be forwarded to those in Government that will decide.

The "hot zone" is the 116 properties in what Helix Water stated as: "Sphere of Influence" during the Sewer to tap and Sand mining application. On one of their documents it stated, if your property was within 1000' of the Helix property for Sand Mining and Sewer to Tap, you were considered in the critical area. While discussing the project today, it was discovered that this current application only considers 300' as the "Sphere of Influence" aka Hot Zone. The planner agreed to request it be inclusive to 1000' to allow the proper numbers of properties to have a say, as in the Sewer to Tap/Sand Mining application.

This is referred to as Hot Zone because most of the 116 properties circumvent the Helix property and will be subject to everything negative brought out at the last meeting. If you did not attend, please know that the main concern is Health, Air quality, Noise, traffic, well water pollution, well water shortages like what happened when Barona over pumped their systems.

Other issues count, like horse trails and property values, however taking care of the above will allow better things to settle out at the conclusion.

Please indicate on this memo your position of support and mail it back to us ASAP so we can direct a clear, one track course for El Monte Valley property owners and residents as well as present the results at the next public hearing.

For Sand Mining
Against Sand Mining

Your name: [Signature]
Your address: 14606 El Monte Rd.
E-mail: [Optional]

Barry & Jackie Treahy
14775 El Monte Rd.
Lakeside Ca. 92036
July 10, 2015
SAND MINING

Your opinion regarding whether Sand Mining should occur in the "Hot Zone" of El Monte Valley is requested. If enough responses are received that object, it will be forwarded to those in Government that will decide.

The "hot zone" is the 116 properties +_ in what Helix Water stated as: "Sphere of Influence" during the Sewer to tap and Sand mining application. On one of their documents it stated, if your property was within 1000' of the Helix property for Sand Mining and Sewer to Tap, you were considered in the critical area. While discussing the project today, it was discovered that this current application only considers 300' as the "Sphere of Influence" aka Hot Zone. The planner agreed to request it be inclusive to 1000' to allow the proper numbers of properties to have a say, as in the Sewer to Tap/Sand Mining application.

This is referred to as Hot Zone because most of the 116 properties circumvent the Helix property and will be subject to everything negative brought out at the last meeting. If you did not attend, please know that the main concern is Health, Air quality, Noise, traffic, well water pollution, well water shortages like what happened when Barona over pumped their systems.

Other issues count, like horse trails and property values, however taking care of the above will allow better things to settle out at the conclusion.

Please indicate on this memo your position of support and mail it back to us ASAP so we can direct a clear, one track course for El Monte Valley property owners and residents as well as present the results at the next public hearing.

For Sand Mining
Against Sand Mining X

Your name: [Signature]
Your address: 15190 W. Clover Rd. Lakeside 92040
E-mail: Dakota.Cfn@yahoo.com (optional)

Barry & Jackie Treahy
14775 El Monte Rd.
Lakeside Ca. 92040
Your opinion regarding whether Sand Mining should occur in the "Hot Zone" of El Monte Valley is requested. If enough responses are received that object, it will be forwarded to those in Government that will decide.

The "hot zone" is the 116 properties in what Helix Water stated as: "Sphere of Influence" during the Sewer to tap and Sand mining application. On one of their documents it stated, if your property was within 1000' of the Helix property for Sand Mining and Sewer to Tap, you were considered in the critical area. While discussing the project today, it was discovered that this current application only considers 300' as the "Sphere of Influence" aka Hot Zone. The planner agreed to request it be inclusive to 1000' to allow the proper numbers of properties to have a say, as in the Sewer to Tap/Sand Mining application.

This is referred to as Hot Zone because most of the 116 properties circumvent the Helix property and will be subject to everything negative brought out at the last meeting. If you did not attend, please know that the main concern is Health, Air quality, Noise, traffic, well water pollution, well water shortages like what happened when Barona over pumped their systems.

Other issues count, like horse trails and property values, however taking care of the above will allow better things to settle out at the conclusion.

Please indicate on this memo your position of support and mail it back to us ASAP so we can direct a clear, one track course for El Monte Valley property owners and residents as well as present the results at the next public hearing.

For Sand Mining ______________________ Against Sand Mining X

Your name: [Signature]

Your address: 13758 Willow Rd, Lakeside Ca. 92040

E-mail: [Signature]@SBCGlobal.net

Barry & Jackie Treahy
14775 El Monte Rd.
Lakeside Ca. 92040
July 10, 2015
SAND MINING

Your opinion regarding whether Sand Mining should occur in the "Hot Zone" of El Monte Valley is requested. If enough responses are received that object, it will be forwarded to those in Government that will decide.

The "hot zone" is the 116 properties -- in what Helix Water stated as: "Sphere of Influence" during the Sewer to tap and Sand mining application. On one of their documents it stated, if your property was within 1000' of the Helix property for Sand Mining and Sewer to Tap, you were considered in the critical area. While discussing the project today, it was discovered that this current application only considers 300' as the "Sphere of Influence" aka Hot Zone. The planner agreed to request it be inclusive to 1000' to allow the proper numbers of properties to have a say, as in the Sewer to Tap/Sand Mining application.

This is referred to as Hot Zone because most of the 116 properties circumvent the Helix property and will be subject to everything negative brought out at the last meeting. If you did not attend, please know that the main concern is Health, Air quality, Noise, traffic, well water pollution, well water shortages like what happened when Barona over pumped their systems.

Other issues count, like horse trails and property values, however taking care of the above will allow better things to settle out at the conclusion.

Please indicate on this memo your position of support and mail it back to us ASAP so we can direct a clear, one track course for El Monte Valley property owners and residents as well as present the results at the next public hearing.

For Sand Mining ____________________ Against Sand Mining [Signature]
Your name _____________________________ GARREN TOWPS
Your address 14676 EL MONTE RD. LAKESIDE CA. 92040
E-mail ________________________________ optional

Barry & Jackie Treahy
14775 El Monte Rd.
Lakeside Ca. 92040

[Signature]
July 10, 2015
SAND MINING

Your opinion regarding whether Sand Mining should occur in the "Hot Zone" of El Monte Valley is requested. If enough responses are received that object, it will be forwarded to those in Government that will decide.

The "hot zone" is the 116 properties +- in what Helix Water stated as: "Sphere of Influence" during the Sewer to tap and Sand mining application. On one of their documents it stated, if your property was within 1000' of the Helix property for Sand Mining and Sewer to Tap, you were considered in the critical area. While discussing the project today, it was discovered that this current application only considers 300' as the "Sphere of Influence" aka Hot Zone. The planner agreed to request it be inclusive to 1000' to allow the proper numbers of properties to have a say, as in the Sewer to Tap/Sand Mining application.

This is referred to as Hot Zone because most of the 116 properties circumvent the Helix property and will be subject to everything negative brought out at the last meeting. If you did not attend, please know that the main concern is Health, Air quality, Noise, traffic, well water pollution, well water shortages like what happened when Barona over pumped their systems.

Other issues count, like horse trails and property values, however taking care of the above will allow better things to settle out at the conclusion.

Please indicate on this memo your position of support and mail it back to us ASAP so we can direct a clear, one track course for El Monte Valley property owners and residents as well as present the results at the next public hearing.

For Sand Mining ______________ Against Sand Mining: Strongly Against

Your name Susan + Steven Atlas

Your address 14732 El Monte Rd

E-mail satlas2737@sheglobal.net optional

2337 ?

Barry & Jackie Trealy
14775 El Monte Rd.
Lakeside Ca. 92030
July 10, 2015
SAND MINING

Your opinion regarding whether Sand Mining should occur in the "Hot Zone" of El Monte Valley is requested. If enough responses are received that object, it will be forwarded to those in Government that will decide.

The "hot zone" is the 116 properties in what Helix Water stated as: "Sphere of Influence" during the Sewer to tap and Sand mining application. On one of their documents it stated, if your property was within 1000' of the Helix property for Sand Mining and Sewer to Tap, you were considered in the critical area. While discussing the project today, it was discovered that this current application only considers 300' as the "Sphere of Influence" aka Hot Zone. The planner agreed to request it be inclusive to 1000' to allow the proper numbers of properties to have a say, as in the Sewer to Tap/Sand Mining application.

This is referred to as Hot Zone because most of the 116 properties circumvent the Helix property and will be subject to everything negative brought out at the last meeting. If you did not attend, please know that the main concern is Health, Air quality, Noise, traffic, well water pollution, well water shortages like what happened when Barona over pumped their systems.

Other issues count, like horse trails and property values, however taking care of the above will allow better things to settle out at the conclusion.

Please indicate on this memo your position of support and mail it back to us ASAP so we can direct a clear, one track course for El Monte Valley property owners and residents as well as present the results at the next public hearing.

For Sand Mining ___________________ Against Sand Mining ___________________

Your name _______________________

Your address _______________________

E-mail ________________________ optional

Barry & Jackie Treahy
14775 El Monte Rd.
Lakeside Ca. 92040

Two of my kids have had Valley Fever

Enclosed #20
July 10, 2015
SAND MINING

Your opinion regarding whether Sand Mining should occur in the "Hot Zone" of El Monte Valley is requested. If enough responses are received that object, it will be forwarded to those in Government that will decide.

The "hot zone" is the 116 properties in what Helix Water stated as: "Sphere of Influence" during the Sewer to tap and Sand mining application. On one of their documents it stated, if your property was within 1000' of the Helix property for Sand Mining and Sewer to Tap, you were considered in the critical area. While discussing the project today, it was discovered that this current application only considers 300' as the "Sphere of Influence" aka Hot Zone. The planner agreed to request it be inclusive to 1000' to allow the proper numbers of properties to have a say, as in the Sewer to Tap/Sand Mining application.

This is referred to as Hot Zone because most of the 116 properties circumvent the Helix property and will be subject to everything negative brought out at the last meeting. If you did not attend, please know that the main concern is Health, Air quality, Noise, traffic, well water pollution, well water shortages like what happened when Barona over pumped their systems.

Other issues count, like horse trails and property values, however taking care of the above will allow better things to settle out at the conclusion.

Please indicate on this memo your position of support and mail it back to us ASAP so we can direct a clear, one track course for El Monte Valley property owners and residents as well as present the results at the next public hearing.

For Sand Mining ____________________ Against Sand Mining _________

Your name ____________________________

Your address __________________________

E-mail ________________________________ optional

Barry & Jackie Treahy
14775 El Monte Rd.
Lakeside Ca. 92040
July 10, 2015
SAND MINING

Your opinion regarding whether Sand Mining should occur in the "Hot Zone" of El Monte Valley is requested. If enough responses are received that object, it will be forwarded to those in Government that will decide.

The "hot zone" is the 116 properties in what Helix Water stated as: "Sphere of Influence" during the Sewer to tap and Sand mining application. On one of their documents it stated, if your property was within 1000' of the Helix property for Sand Mining and Sewer to Tap, you were considered in the critical area. While discussing the project today, it was discovered that this current application only considers 300' as the "Sphere of Influence" aka Hot Zone. The planner agreed to request it be inclusive to 1000' to allow the proper numbers of properties to have a say, as in the Sewer to Tap/Sand Mining application.

This is referred to as Hot Zone because most of the 116 properties circumvent the Helix property and will be subject to everything negative brought out at the last meeting. If you did not attend, please know that the main concern is Health, Air quality, Noise, traffic, well water pollution, well water shortages like what happened when Barona over pumped their systems.

Other issues count, like horse trails and property values, however taking care of the above will allow better things to settle out at the conclusion.

Please indicate on this memo your position of support and mail it back to us ASAP so we can direct a clear, one track course for El Monte Valley property owners and residents as well as present the results at the next public hearing.

For Sand Mining _____________________ Against Sand Mining O

Your name Mr. & Mrs. Lloyd Williams

Your address 14652 EL MONTE RD, LAKESIDE CA 92040

E-mail ________________________________ optional

Barry & Jackie Treahy
14775 El Monte Rd.
Lakeside Ca. 92040
Your opinion regarding whether Sand Mining should occur in the "Hot Zone" of El Monte Valley is requested. If enough responses are received that objective, it will be forwarded to those in Government that will decide.

The "hot zone" is the 116 properties in what Helix Water stated as: "Sphere of Influence" during the Sewer to tap and Sand mining application. On one of their documents it stated, if your property was within 1000' of the Helix property for Sand Mining and Sewer to Tap, you were considered in the critical area. While discussing the project today, it was discovered that this current application only considers 300' as the "Sphere of Influence" aka Hot Zone. The planner agreed to request it be inclusive to 1000' to allow the proper numbers of properties to have a say, as in the Sewer to Tap/Sand Mining application.

This is referred to as Hot Zone because most of the 116 properties encircle the Helix property and will be subject to everything negative brought out at the last meeting. If you did not attend, please know that the main concern is Health, Air quality, Noise, traffic, well water pollution, well water shortages like what happened when Barona over pumped their systems.

Other issues count, like horse trails and property values, however taking care of the above will allow better things to settle out at the conclusion.

Please indicate on this memo your position of support and mail it back to us ASAP so we can direct a clear, one track course for El Monte Valley property owners and residents as well as present the results at the next public hearing.

For Sand Mining __________ Against Sand Mining __________

Your name: Neal + Rose Masters

Your address: 14817 El Monte Rd. Lakeside CA 92036

E-mail: rose.neal.masters@gmail.com optional

Barry & Jackie Treahy
14775 El Monte Rd.
Lakeside, Ca. 92036
July 10, 2015
SAND MINING

Your opinion regarding whether Sand Mining should occur in the "Hot Zone" of El Monte Valley is requested. If enough responses are received that object, it will be forwarded to those in Government that will decide.

The "hot zone" is the 116 properties in what Helix Water stated as: "Sphere of Influence" during the Sewer to tap and Sand mining application. On one of their documents it stated, if your property was within 1000' of the Helix property for Sand Mining and Sewer to Tap, you were considered in the critical area. While discussing the project today, it was discovered that this current application only considers 300' as the "Sphere of Influence" aka Hot Zone. The planner agreed to request it be inclusive to 1000' to allow the proper numbers of properties to have a say, as in the Sewer to Tap/Sand Mining application.

This is referred to as Hot Zone because most of the 116 properties circumvent the Helix property and will be subject to everything negative brought out at the last meeting. If you did not attend, please know that the main concern is Health, Air quality, Noise, traffic, well water pollution, well water shortages like what happened when Barona over pumped their systems.

Other issues count, like horse trails and property values, however taking care of the above will allow better things to settle out at the conclusion.

Please indicate on this memo your position of support and mail it back to us ASAP so we can direct a clear, one track course for El Monte Valley property owners and residents as well as present the results at the next public hearing.

For Sand Mining ___________________ Against Sand Mining X

Your name KENNY & THERESA BAUGHMAN

Your address 13326 WILLOW RD

E-mail theresa.baughman@cox.net

KEVIN BAUGHMAN@MSN.COM

Barry & Jackie Treacy
14775 El Monte Rd.
Lakeside Ca. 92040

OUR MAILING ADDRESS IS:
3460 BAHIA BLANCA W #2D
LAGUNA WOODS, CA 92637
July 10, 2015
SAND MINING

Your opinion regarding whether Sand Mining should occur in the "Hot Zone" of El Monte Valley is requested. If enough responses are received that object, it will be forwarded to those in Government that will decide.

The "hot zone" is the 116 properties + in what Helix Water stated as: "Sphere of Influence" during the Sewer to tap and Sand mining application. On one of their documents it stated, if your property was within 1000' of the Helix property for Sand Mining and Sewer to Tap, you were considered in the critical area. While discussing the project today, it was discovered that this current application only considers 300' as the "Sphere of Influence" aka Hot Zone. The planner agreed to request it be inclusive to 1000' to allow the proper numbers of properties to have a say, as in the Sewer to Tap/Sand Mining application.

This is referred to as Hot Zone because most of the 116 properties circumvent the Helix property and will be subject to everything negative brought out at the last meeting. If you did not attend, please know that the main concern is Health, Air quality, Noise, traffic, well water pollution, well water shortages like what happened when Barona over pumped their systems.

Other issues count, like horse trails and property values, however taking care of the above will allow better things to settle out at the conclusion.

Please indicate on this memo your position of support and mail it back to us ASAP so we can direct a clear, one track course for El Monte Valley property owners and residents as well as present the results at the next public hearing.

For Sand Mining _______________ Against Sand Mining X

Your name Luke & Colleen Ninteman X

Your address 14889 El Monte Rd

E-mail Luke J. Wild Blue Net optional

Barry & Jackie Treahy
14775 El Monte Rd.
Lakeside Ca. 92040
Your opinion regarding whether Sand Mining should occur in the "Hot Zone" of El Monte Valley is requested. If enough responses are received that object, it will be forwarded to those in Government that will decide.

The "hot zone" is the 116 properties in what Helix Water stated as: "Sphere of Influence" during the Sewer to tap and Sand mining application. On one of their documents it stated, if your property was within 1000' of the Helix property for Sand Mining and Sewer to Tap, you were considered in the critical area. While discussing the project today, it was discovered that this current application only considers 300' as the "Sphere of Influence" aka Hot Zone. The planner agreed to request it be inclusive to 1000' to allow the proper numbers of properties to have a say, as in the Sewer to Tap/Sand Mining application.

This is referred to as Hot Zone because most of the 116 properties circumvent the Helix property and will be subject to everything negative brought out at the last meeting. If you did not attend, please know that the main concern is Health, Air quality, Noise, traffic, well water pollution, well water shortages like what happened when Barona over pumped their systems.

Other issues count, like horse trails and property values, however taking care of the above will allow better things to settle out at the conclusion.

Please indicate on this memo your position of support and mail it back to us ASAP so we can direct a clear, one track course for El Monte Valley property owners and residents as well as present the results at the next public hearing.

For Sand Mining ___________________  Against Sand Mining /

Your name

Your address 1881 Arcola Av. Reiland below 14560 Willow Rd

E-mail Josee@global.net optional

Barry & Jackie Treahy
14775 El Monte Rd.
Lakeside Ca. 92040
July 10, 2015
SAND MINING

Your opinion regarding whether Sand Mining should occur in the "Hot Zone" of El Monte Valley is requested. If enough responses are received that object, it will be forwarded to those in Government that will decide.

The "hot zone" is the 116 properties in what Helix Water stated as: "Sphere of Influence" during the Sewer to tap and Sand mining application. On one of their documents it stated, if your property was within 1000' of the Helix property for Sand Mining and Sewer to Tap, you were considered in the critical area. While discussing the project today, it was discovered that this current application only considers 300' as the "Sphere of Influence" aka Hot Zone. The planner agreed to request it be inclusive to 1000' to allow the proper numbers of properties to have a say, as in the Sewer to Tap/Sand Mining application.

This is referred to as Hot Zone because most of the 116 properties circumvent the Helix property and will be subject to everything negative brought out at the last meeting. If you did not attend, please know that the main concern is Health, Air quality, Noise, traffic, well water pollution, well water shortages like what happened when Barona over pumped their systems.

Other issues count, like horse trails and property values, however taking care of the above will allow better things to settle out at the conclusion.

Please indicate on this memo your position of support and mail it back to us ASAP so we can direct a clear, one track course for El Monte Valley property owners and residents as well as present the results at the next public hearing.

For Sand Mining ________________ Against Sand Mining ________________

Your name __________________________ __________________________________

Your address ________________________ __________________________________

E-mail _____________________________ optional

Barry & Jackie Treahy
14775 El Monte Rd.
Lakeside Ca. 92040

* What is this Sewer to Tap ???
July 10, 2015
SAND MINING

Your opinion regarding whether Sand Mining should occur in the "Hot Zone" of El Monte Valley is requested. If enough responses are received that object, it will be forwarded to those in Government that will decide.

The "hot zone" is the 116 properties in what Helix Water stated as: "Sphere of Influence" during the Sewer to tap and Sand mining application. On one of their documents it stated, if your property was within 1000' of the Helix property for Sand Mining and Sewer to Tap, you were considered in the critical area. While discussing the project today, it was discovered that this current application only considers 300' as the "Sphere of Influence" aka Hot Zone. The planner agreed to request it be inclusive to 1000' to allow the proper numbers of properties to have a say, as in the Sewer to Tap/Sand Mining application.

This is referred to as Hot Zone because most of the 116 properties circumvent the Helix property and will be subject to everything negative brought out at the last meeting. If you did not attend, please know that the main concern is Health, Air quality, Noise, traffic, well water pollution, well water shortages like what happened when Barona over pumped their systems.

Other issues count, like horse trails and property values, however taking care of the above will allow better things to settle out at the conclusion.

Please indicate on this memo your position of support and mail it back to us ASAP so we can direct a clear, one track course for El Monte Valley property owners and residents as well as present the results at the next public hearing.

For Sand Mining ___________________ Against Sand Mining V

Your name [Signature: Simmy & Barbara Rogers]

Your address 13230 Willow Rd., Lakeside, Ca. 92040

E-mail the Rogers 85@yahoo.com optional

Barry & Jackie Treahy
14775 El Monte Rd.
Lakeside Ca. 92040
July 10, 2015
SAND MINING

Your opinion regarding whether Sand Mining should occur in the "Hot Zone" of El Monte Valley is requested. If enough responses are received that object, it will be forwarded to those in Government that will decide.

The "hot zone" is the 116 properties in what Helix Water stated as: "Sphere of Influence" during the Sewer to tap and Sand mining application. On one of their documents it stated, if your property was within 1000' of the Helix property for Sand Mining and Sewer to Tap, you were considered in the critical area. While discussing the project today, it was discovered that this current application only considers 300' as the "Sphere of Influence" aka Hot Zone. The planner agreed to request it be inclusive to 1000' to allow the proper numbers of properties to have a say, as in the Sewer to Tap/Sand Mining application.

This is referred to as Hot Zone because most of the 116 properties circumvent the Helix property and will be subject to everything negative brought out at the last meeting. If you did not attend, please know that the main concern is Health, Air quality, Noise, traffic, well water pollution, well water shortages like what happened when Barona over pumped their systems.

Other issues count, like horse trails and property values, however taking care of the above will allow better things to settle out at the conclusion.

Please indicate on this memo your position of support and mail it back to us ASAP so we can direct a clear, one track course for El Monte Valley property owners and residents as well as present the results at the next public hearing.

For Sand Mining__________________  Against Sand Mining  X

Your name: Tim & Gay Boyd

Your address: 14790 Willow Rd., Lakeside CA 92040

E-mail: tboyd@pswsi.com -- optional

Barry & Jackie Treahy
14775 El Monte Rd.
Lakeside Ca. 92040
July 10, 2015
SAND MINING

Your opinion regarding whether Sand Mining should occur in the "Hot Zone" of El Monte Valley is requested. If enough responses are received that object, it will be forwarded to those in Government that will decide.

The "hot zone" is the 116 properties in what Helix Water stated as: "Sphere of Influence" during the Sewer to tap and Sand mining application. On one of their documents it stated, if your property was within 1000' of the Helix property for Sand Mining and Sewer to Tap, you were considered in the critical area. While discussing the project today, it was discovered that this current application only considers 300' as the "Sphere of Influence" aka Hot Zone. The planner agreed to request it be inclusive to 1000' to allow the proper numbers of properties to have a say, as in the Sewer to Tap/Sand Mining application.

This is referred to as Hot Zone because most of the 116 properties circumvent the Helix property and will be subject to everything negative brought out at the last meeting. If you did not attend, please know that the main concern is Health, Air quality, Noise, traffic, well water pollution, well water shortages like what happened when Barona over pumped their systems.

Other issues count, like horse trails and property values, however taking care of the above will allow better things to settle out at the conclusion.

Please indicate on this memo your position of support and mail it back to us ASAP so we can direct a clear, one track course for El Monte Valley property owners and residents as well as present the results at the next public hearing.

For Sand Mining __________  Against Sand Mining __________

Your name __________

Your address __________

E-mail __________

Barry & Jackie Treacy
14775 El Monte Rd.
Lakeside Ca. 92040

Thanks!
Your opinion regarding whether Sand Mining should occur in the "Hot Zone" of El Monte Valley is requested. If enough responses are received that object, it will be forwarded to those in Government that will decide.

The "hot zone" is the 116 properties + in what Helix Water stated as: "Sphere of Influence" during the Sewer to tap and Sand mining application. On one of their documents it stated, if your property was within 1000' of the Helix property for Sand Mining and Sewer to Tap, you were considered in the critical area. While discussing the project today, it was discovered that this current application only considers 300' as the "Sphere of Influence" aka Hot Zone. The planner agreed to request it be inclusive to 1000' to allow the proper numbers of properties to have a say, as in the Sewer to Tap/Sand Mining application.

This is referred to as Hot Zone because most of the 116 properties circumvent the Helix property and will be subject to everything negative brought out at the last meeting. If you did not attend, please know that the main concern is Health, Air quality, Noise, traffic, well water pollution, well water shortages like what happened when Barona over pumped their systems.

Other issues count, like horse trails and property values, however taking care of the above will allow better things to settle out at the conclusion.

Please indicate on this memo your position of support and mail it back to us ASAP so we can direct a clear, one track course for El Monte Valley property owners and residents as well as present the results at the next public hearing.

For Sand Mining Against Sand Mining

Your name: STEPHEN J. VINCREK

Your address: 13927 EL MONTE RD LAKESIDE, CA 92040

E-mail: vincrek6esbcglobal.net optional

Barry & Jackie Treahy
14775 El Monte Rd.
Lakeside Ca. 92040
July 10, 2015
SAND MINING

Your opinion regarding whether Sand Mining should occur in the "Hot Zone" of El Monte Valley is requested. If enough responses are received that object, it will be forwarded to those in Government that will decide.

The "hot zone" is the 116 properties +/- in what Helix Water stated as: "Sphere of Influence" during the Sewer to tap and Sand mining application. On one of their documents it stated, if your property was within 1000' of the Helix property for Sand Mining and Sewer to Tap, you were considered in the critical area. While discussing the project today, it was discovered that this current application only considers 300' as the "Sphere of Influence" aka Hot Zone. The planner agreed to request it be inclusive to 1000' to allow the proper numbers of properties to have a say, as in the Sewer to Tap/Sand Mining application.

This is referred to as Hot Zone because most of the 116 properties circumvent the Helix property and will be subject to everything negative brought out at the last meeting. If you did not attend, please know that the main concern is Health, Air quality, Noise, traffic, well water pollution, well water shortages like what happened when Barona over pumped their systems.

Other issues count, like horse trails and property values, however taking care of the above will allow better things to settle out at the conclusion.

Please indicate on this memo your position of support and mail it back to us ASAP so we can direct a clear, one track course for El Monte Valley property owners and residents as well as present the results at the next public hearing.

For Sand Mining Against Sand Mining

Your name

Your address

E-mail

optional

I sign for CPC LTD STNSHP

Barry & Jackie Treehy
14775 El Monte Rd.
Lakeside Ca. 92040

2nd Owned Parcel
July 10, 2015

SAND MINING

Your opinion regarding whether Sand Mining should occur in the "Hot Zone" of El Monte Valley is requested. If enough responses are received that object, it will be forwarded to those in Government that will decide.

The "hot zone" is the 116 properties + in what Helix Water stated as: "Sphere of Influence" during the Sewer to tap and Sand mining application. On one of their documents it stated, if your property was within 1000' of the Helix property for Sand Mining and Sewer to Tap, you were considered in the critical area. While discussing the project today, it was discovered that this current application only considers 300' as the "Sphere of Influence" aka Hot Zone. The planner agreed to request it be inclusive to 1000' to allow the proper numbers of properties to have a say, as in the Sewer to Tap/Sand Mining application.

This is referred to as Hot Zone because most of the 116 properties circumvent the Helix property and will be subject to everything negative brought out at the last meeting. If you did not attend, please know that the main concern is Health, Air quality, Noise, traffic, well water pollution, well water shortages like what happened when Barona over pumped their systems.

Other issues count, like horse trails and property values, however taking care of the above will allow better things to settle out at the conclusion.

Please indicate on this memo your position of support and mail it back to us ASAP so we can direct a clear, one track course for El Monte Valley property owners and residents as well as present the results at the next public hearing.

For Sand Mining ___________________ Against Sand Mining ❑

Your name: Queene Cromwell

Your address: 13664 Willow Road Lakeside, Ca 92040

E-mail: optional

Barry & Jackie Treahy
14775 El Monte Rd.
Lakeside Ca. 92040
July 10, 2015
SAND MINING

Your opinion regarding whether Sand Mining should occur in the "Hot Zone" of El Monte Valley is requested. If enough responses are received that object, it will be forwarded to those in Government that will decide.

The "hot zone" is the 116 properties in what Helix Water stated as: "Sphere of Influence" during the Sewer to tap and Sand mining application. On one of their documents it stated, if your property was within 1000' of the Helix property for Sand Mining and Sewer to Tap, you were considered in the critical area. While discussing the project today, it was discovered that this current application only considers 300' as the "Sphere of Influence" aka Hot Zone. The planner agreed to request it be inclusive to 1000' to allow the proper numbers of properties to have a say, as in the Sewer to Tap/Sand Mining application.

This is referred to as Hot Zone because most of the 116 properties circumvent the Helix property and will be subject to everything negative brought out at the last meeting. If you did not attend, please know that the main concern is Health, Air quality, Noise, traffic, well water pollution, well water shortages like what happened when Barona over pumped their systems.

Other issues count, like horse trails and property values, however taking care of the above will allow better things to settle out at the conclusion.

Please indicate on this memo your position of support and mail it back to us ASAP so we can direct a clear, one track course for El Monte Valley property owners and residents as well as present the results at the next public hearing.

For Sand Mining __________________________ Against Sand Mining X

Your name Art Rocco
Your address 209 E 44th Ave. Escondido, Ca 92025
E-mail ArtRocco@cox.net optional

Barry & Jackie Treathy
14775 El Monte Rd.
Lakeside Ca. 92040
July 10, 2015
SAND MINING

Your opinion regarding whether Sand Mining should occur in the "Hot Zone" of El Monte Valley is requested. If enough responses are received that object, it will be forwarded to those in Government that will decide.

The "hot zone" is the 116 properties +- in what Helix Water stated as: "Sphere of Influence" during the Sewer to tap and Sand mining application. On one of their documents it stated, if your property was within 1000' of the Helix property for Sand Mining and Sewer to Tap, you were considered in the critical area. While discussing the project today, it was discovered that this current application only considers 300' as the "Sphere of Influence" aka Hot Zone. The planner agreed to request it be inclusive to 1000' to allow the proper numbers of properties to have a say, as in the Sewer to Tap/Sand Mining application.

This is referred to as Hot Zone because most of the 116 properties circumvent the Helix property and will be subject to everything negative brought out at the last meeting. If you did not attend, please know that the main concern is Health, Air quality, Noise, traffic, well water pollution, well water shortages like what happened when Barona over pumped their systems.

Other issues count, like horse trails and property values, however taking care of the above will allow better things to settle out at the conclusion.

Please indicate on this memo your position of support and mail it back to us ASAP so we can direct a clear, one track course for El Monte Valley property owners and residents as well as present the results at the next public hearing.

For Sand Mining       Against Sand Mining    

Your name  

[Signature]

Your address  

11735 Wildcat Cyn Rd.

E-mail ________________________________ optional

Barry & Jackie Treaby
14775 El Monte Rd.
Lakeside Ca. 92040
July 10, 2015
SAND MINING

Your opinion regarding whether Sand Mining should occur in the "Hot Zone" of El Monte Valley is requested. If enough responses are received that object, it will be forwarded to those in Government that will decide.

The "hot zone" is the 116 properties +- in what Helix Water stated as: "Sphere of Influence" during the Sewer to tap and Sand mining application. On one of their documents it stated, if your property was within 1000' of the Helix property for Sand Mining and Sewer to Tap, you were considered in the critical area. While discussing the project today, it was discovered that this current application only considers 300' as the "Sphere of Influence" aka Hot Zone. The planner agreed to request it be inclusive to 1000' to allow the proper numbers of properties to have a say, as in the Sewer to Tap/Sand Mining application.

This is referred to as Hot Zone because most of the 116 properties circumvent the Helix property and will be subject to everything negative brought out at the last meeting. If you did not attend, please know that the main concern is Health, Air quality, Noise, traffic, well water pollution, well water shortages like what happened when Barona over pumped their systems.

Other issues count, like horse trails and property values, however taking care of the above will allow better things to settle out at the conclusion.

Please indicate on this memo your position of support and mail it back to us ASAP so we can direct a clear, one track course for El Monte Valley property owners and residents as well as present the results at the next public hearing.

For Sand Mining ___________________ Against Sand Mining

Your name ____________________________

Your address 15725 Miss Ellen Lane, Lakeside 92040

E-mail sierraspitter@yahoo.com optional

Barry & Jackie Treahy
14775 El Monte Rd.
Lakeside Ca. 92040
July 10, 2015
SAND MINING

Your opinion regarding whether Sand Mining should occur in the "Hot Zone" of El Monte Valley is requested. If enough responses are received that object, it will be forwarded to those in Government that will decide.

The "hot zone" is the 116 properties in what Helix Water stated as: "Sphere of Influence" during the Sewer to Tap and Sand mining application. On one of their documents it stated, if your property was within 1000' of the Helix property for Sand Mining and Sewer to Tap, you were considered in the critical area. While discussing the project today, it was discovered that this current application only considers 300' as the "Sphere of Influence" aka Hot Zone. The planner agreed to request it be inclusive to 1000' to allow the proper numbers of properties to have a say, as in the Sewer to Tap/Sand Mining application.

This is referred to as Hot Zone because most of the 116 properties circumvent the Helix property and will be subject to everything negative brought out at the last meeting. If you did not attend, please know that the main concern is Health, Air quality, Noise, traffic, well water pollution, well water shortages like what happened when Barona over pumped their systems.

Other issues count, like horse trails and property values, however taking care of the above will allow better things to settle out at the conclusion.

Please indicate on this memo your position of support and mail it back to us ASAP so we can direct a clear, one track course for El Monte Valley property owners and residents as well as present the results at the next public hearing.

For Sand Mining Against Sand Mining

Your name Alvis Lee Reed
Your address P.O. Box 713, Solana Beach, CA 92075
E-mail ReedSoLo@AOL.com optional

Barry & Jackie Treahy
14775 El Monte Rd.
Lakeside Ca. 92040
July 10, 2015
SAND MINING

Your opinion regarding whether Sand Mining should occur in the "Hot Zone" of El Monte Valley is requested. If enough responses are received that object, it will be forwarded to those in Government that will decide.

The "hot zone" is the 116 properties in what Helix Water stated as: "Sphere of Influence" during the Sewer to tap and Sand mining application. On one of their documents it stated, if your property was within 1000' of the Helix property for Sand Mining and Sewer to Tap, you were considered in the critical area. While discussing the project today, it was discovered that this current application only considers 300' as the "Sphere of Influence" aka Hot Zone. The planner agreed to request it be inclusive to 1000' to allow the proper numbers of properties to have a say, as in the Sewer to Tap/Sand Mining application.

This is referred to as Hot Zone because most of the 116 properties circumvent the Helix property and will be subject to everything negative brought out at the last meeting. If you did not attend, please know that the main concern is Health, Air quality, Noise, traffic, well water pollution, well water shortages like what happened when Barona over pumped their systems.

Other issues count, like horse trails and property values, however taking care of the above will allow better things to settle out at the conclusion.

Please indicate on this memo your position of support and mail it back to us ASAP so we can direct a clear, one track course for El Monte Valley property owners and residents as well as present the results at the next public hearing.

For Sand Mining ____________________ Against Sand Mining ________________

Definitely       

Your name Eugene Melville and Karen Melville

Your address 13959 El Monte Rd Lakeside Ca 92040

E-mail genmel@pacbell.net __________________________ optional

Additional addresses included in this vote as under the Melville Family Living Trust:

13935 El Monte Rd Lakeside Ca, 92040
13941 El Monte Rd Lakeside Ca, 92040
13969 El Monte Rd Lakeside Ca, 92040

4 Property Votes
July 10, 2015
SAND MINING

Your opinion regarding whether Sand Mining should occur in the "Hot Zone" of El Monte Valley is requested. If enough responses are received that object, it will be forwarded to those in Government that will decide.

The "hot zone" is the 116 properties +- in what Helix Water stated as: "Sphere of Influence" during the Sewer to tap and Sand mining application. On one of their documents it stated, if your property was within 1000' of the Helix property for Sand Mining and Sewer to Tap, you were considered in the critical area. While discussing the project today, it was discovered that this current application only considers 300' as the "Sphere of Influence" aka Hot Zone. The planner agreed to request it be inclusive to 1000' to allow the proper numbers of properties to have a say, as in the Sewer to Tap/Sand Mining application.

This is referred to as Hot Zone because most of the 116 properties circumvent the Helix property and will be subject to everything negative brought out at the last meeting. If you did not attend, please know that the main concern is Health, Air quality, Noise, traffic, well water pollution, well water shortages like what happened when Barona over pumped their systems.

Other issues count, like horse trails and property values, however taking care of the above will allow better things to settle out at the conclusion.

Please indicate on this memo your position of support and mail it back to us ASAP so we can direct a clear, one track course for El Monte Valley property owners and residents as well as present the results at the next public hearing.

For Sand Mining __________________  Against Sand Mining X X

Your name ____________________________

Your address 14436 & 14438 Willow Rd L B S I D E

E-mail ____________________________ optional

Barry & Jackie Treahy
14775 El Monte Rd.
Lakeside Ca. 92040
July 10, 2015
SAND MINING

Your opinion regarding whether Sand Mining should occur in the "Hot Zone" of El Monte Valley is requested. If enough responses are received that object, it will be forwarded to those in Government that will decide.

The "hot zone" is the 116 properties +- in what Helix Water stated as: "Sphere of Influence" during the Sewer to tap and Sand mining application. On one of their documents it stated, if your property was within 1000' of the Helix property for Sand Mining and Sewer to Tap, you were considered in the critical area. While discussing the project today, it was discovered that this current application only considers 300' as the "Sphere of Influence" aka Hot Zone. The planner agreed to request it be inclusive to 1000' to allow the proper numbers of properties to have a say, as in the Sewer to Tap/Sand Mining application.

This is referred to as Hot Zone because most of the 116 properties circumvent the Helix property and will be subject to everything negative brought out at the last meeting. If you did not attend, please know that the main concern is Health, Air quality, Noise, traffic, well water pollution, well water shortages like what happened when Barona over pumped their systems.

Other issues count, like horse trails and property values, however taking care of the above will allow better things to settle out at the conclusion.

Please indicate on this memo your position of support and mail it back to us ASAP so we can direct a clear, one track course for El Monte Valley property owners and residents as well as present the results at the next public hearing.

For Sand Mining________________________ Against Sand Mining_____________

Your name______________________________

Your address______________________________

E-mail____________________________optional

TOMI PATA

PO BOX 576, EUSTIS, FL 32726

Barry & Jackie Treahey
14775 El Monte Rd.
Lakeside CA 92040
July 10, 2015
SAND MINING

Your opinion regarding whether Sand Mining should occur in the "Hot Zone" of El Monte Valley is requested. If enough responses are received that object, it will be forwarded to those in Government that will decide.

The "hot zone" is the 116 properties in what Helix Water stated as: "Sphere of Influence" during the Sewer to tap and Sand mining application. On one of their documents it stated, if your property was within 1000' of the Helix property for Sand Mining and Sewer to Tap, you were considered in the critical area. While discussing the project today, it was discovered that this current application only considers 300' as the "Sphere of Influence" aka Hot Zone. The planner agreed to request it be inclusive to 1000' to allow the proper numbers of properties to have a say, as in the Sewer to Tap/Sand Mining application.

This is referred to as Hot Zone because most of the 116 properties circumvent the Helix property and will be subject to everything negative brought out at the last meeting. If you did not attend, please know that the main concern is Health, Air quality, Noise, traffic, well water pollution, well water shortages like what happened when Barona over pumped their systems.

Other issues count, like horse trails and property values, however taking care of the above will allow better things to settle out at the conclusion.

Please indicate on this memo your position of support and mail it back to us ASAP so we can direct a clear, one track course for El Monte Valley property owners and residents as well as present the results at the next public hearing.

For Sand Mining ____________________ Against Sand Mining X

Your name __________________________

Your address PO BOX 576 EUSTIS FL 32227

E-mail ______________________________ optional

Barry & Jackie Treacy
14775 El Monte Rd.
Lakeside Ca. 92040
July 10, 2015
SAND MINING

Your opinion regarding whether Sand Mining should occur in the "Hot Zone" of El Monte Valley is requested. If enough responses are received that object, it will be forwarded to those in Government that will decide.

The "hot zone" is the 116 properties ± in what Helix Water stated as: "Sphere of Influence" during the Sewer to tap and Sand mining application. On one of their documents it stated, if your property was within 1000' of the Helix property for Sand Mining and Sewer to Tap, you were considered in the critical area. While discussing the project today, it was discovered that this current application only considers 300' as the "Sphere of Influence" aka Hot Zone. The planner agreed to request it be inclusive to 1000' to allow the proper numbers of properties to have a say, as in the Sewer to Tap/Sand Mining application.

This is referred to as Hot Zone because most of the 116 properties circumvent the Helix property and will be subject to everything negative brought out at the last meeting. If you did not attend, please know that the main concern is Health, Air quality, Noise, traffic, well water pollution, well water shortages like what happened when Barona over pumped their systems.

Other issues count, like horse trails and property values, however taking care of the above will allow better things to settle out at the conclusion.

Please indicate on this memo your position of support and mail it back to us ASAP so we can direct a clear, one track course for El Monte Valley property owners and residents as well as present the results at the next public hearing.

For Sand Mining __________________________  Against Sand Mining X

Your name ________________ John Guidoelli

El Monte Valley property address 15704 + 146412 El Monte Road

E-mail JAGUIDO@GMAIL.COM optional

Barry & Jackie Teahy
14775 El Monte Rd.
Lakeside Ca. 92040
July 10, 2015
SAND MINING

Your opinion regarding whether Sand Mining should occur in the "Hot Zone" of El Monte Valley is requested. If enough responses are received that object, it will be forwarded to those in Government that will decide.

The "hot zone" is the 116 properties +/- in what Helix Water stated as: "Sphere of Influence" during the Sewer to tap and Sand mining application. On one of their documents it stated, if your property was within 1000' of the Helix property for Sand Mining and Sewer to Tap, you were considered in the critical area. While discussing the project today, it was discovered that this current application only considers 300' as the "Sphere of Influence" aka Hot Zone. The planner agreed to request it be inclusive to 1000' to allow the proper numbers of properties to have a say, as in the Sewer to Tap/Sand Mining application.

This is referred to as Hot Zone because most of the 116 properties circumvent the Helix property and will be subject to everything negative brought out at the last meeting. If you did not attend, please know that the main concern is Health, Air quality, Noise, traffic, well water pollution, well water shortages like what happened when Barona over pumped their systems.

Other issues count, like horse trails and property values, however taking care of the above will allow better things to settle out at the conclusion.

Please indicate on this memo your position of support and mail it back to us ASAP so we can direct a clear, one track course for El Monte Valley property owners and residents as well as present the results at the next public hearing.

For Sand Mining ___________________ Against Sand Mining ____________

Your name Josefrankel

El Monte Valley property address 1: 391-060-3400 2: 391-060-3500

E-mail Josefrankel@SBCglobal optional Net

Barry & Jackie Treacy
14775 El Monte Rd.
Lakeside Ca. 92040
July 10, 2015
SAND MINING

Your opinion regarding whether Sand Mining should occur in the "Hot Zone" of El Monte Valley is requested. If enough responses are received that object, it will be forwarded to those in Government that will decide.

The "hot zone" is the 116 properties in what Helix Water stated as: "Sphere of Influence" during the Sewer to tap and Sand mining application. On one of their documents it stated, if your property was within 1000' of the Helix property for Sand Mining and Sewer to Tap, you were considered in the critical area. While discussing the project today, it was discovered that this current application only considers 300' as the "Sphere of Influence" aka Hot Zone. The planner agreed to request it be inclusive to 1000' to allow the proper numbers of properties to have a say, as in the Sewer to Tap/Sand Mining application.

This is referred to as Hot Zone because most of the 116 properties circumvent the Helix property and will be subject to everything negative brought out at the last meeting. If you did not attend, please know that the main concern is Health, Air quality, Noise, traffic, well water pollution, well water shortages like what happened when Barona over pumped their systems.

Other issues count, like horse trails and property values, however taking care of the above will allow better things to settle out at the conclusion.

Please indicate on this memo your position of support and mail it back to us ASAP so we can direct a clear, one track course for El Monte Valley property owners and residents as well as present the results at the next public hearing.

For Sand Mining:  \_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_ Against Sand Mining:  X

Your name:  DAVE SCHLONER

El Monte Valley property address:  14588 EL MONTE RD

E-mail:  ___________________________ optional

Barry & Jackie Treahy
14775 El Monte Rd.
Lakeside Ca. 92040